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As its name suggests, this thesis is an account of the recent
theory of the capacity of elements of Banach algebras. The first
chapter contains a summary of the background theory, other than
fundamentals, used, and consists mainly of perturbation theory of
linear operators and certain properties (Jf strictly singular
operators. This chapter relies heavily on the work of T„ Kato, both
in his own papers and the book by S. Goldberg "Unbounded Linear
Operators".
Chapter 2 introduces the notion of capacity, following Halmos in
his paper "Capacity in Banach algebras", and several small new results
are proved, and counterexamples given, to tidy up "loose ends". The
question of the capacity of the sum of two quasialgebraic elements
(i.e. ones with capacity zero) is raised, and a partial solution
given. The perturbation theory of Chapter 1 is applied to show the
equality of the capacity of the spectrum and the Fredholn spectrum
of an operator on a Banach space, whence it is shown that if J is a
closed two-sided ideal of B(x) containing only Riesz operators, then
perturbation by an element of J leaves the capacity invariant; this
is true, in particular, for compact operators. A converse theorem is
proved for Hilbert space,
Chapter 3 introduces the new concept of the joint capacity of
an r-tuple of elements cf a commutative Banach algebra, and develops
the theory of this notion, Much of the theory parallels, xn a weaker
form, that of the original concept, but there are significant
differences. Finally, a perturbation theorem, similar to the
original one is proved for the joint capacity.
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NOTATION
The following notation will be used as standard, without further
explanation
R , £ the real and complex numbers respectively.
E C F E is a subset of F .
E C F E is a subset of P , and E j= F 0
xfE x is an element of E .
•ffi the complement of E .
E\F the set EH®.
Where X and Y are normed linear spaces:-
B(X, Y) the set of bounded linear maps from X to Y.
B(x) the set of bounded linear naps from X to itself,
K(x) (where X is a Banach space) the set of compact operators
in B(X).
If A is a Banach algebra, and af A , we write
Sp a the spectrum of a .
p(a) the spectral radius of a.
We shall use Sp T , p(T) for the spectrum and spectral radmus,
respectively, of a bounded operator T.
CHAPTER 1
LINEAR. TRANSFORMATIONS OF BANACH SPACES
§ 1, Projections and subspaces.
If E is a closed linear subspace of a Banach space X , we
say E is complemented if it has a closed complement , that is, if
there exists a closed subspace F of X such that
X = E :+ F.
It is a theorem of linear algebra that every subspace has a
complement, but not necessarily a closed one; we do not give an
example of a closed subspace of a Banach space which is not
complemented.
In this chapter all linear spaces X, "I will, unless otherwise
stated, be Banach spaces0
Theorem 1.1
A closed subspace E of a Banach space X is complemented if
and only if there exists a bounded projection with range E.
Proof:
Let P e B(x) be a projection, with range E. Denote by F
the subspace (I - P)X , which is closed since P is bounded. Now
X = E <£ F ,
so E is complemented.
Conversely, assume that X = E (± F where E and F are closed
subspaces. For any element x e X we may write
X = X1 + X2 ,
where x-i e E and x2 e F , the resolution being unique. We now
define P by the equation
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Px = xn .
It is clear that P is wall defined, linear and idempotent; we must
show that it is bounded.
Let & be the graph of P ,
& = | (x,Px) : x e X ] .
Lot (x(n), Fx^")) e G for n = 1, 2, ..., and let
(x(n>, Px(n)) (x, y) .
Then x^n^ -> x , Px<n> -* y as n -> , and so y f E since E
is closed and Px^n' eE (n = 1, 2, ...). Moreover,
x(n) - Px<"> -> x - y (J ,
since F is closed. Now y e E and x - y e F , so Px=y, and
(x, y) e G, that is & is closed. The closed graph theorem now
shows that P is bounded, and our theorem is proved.
By a suitable choice of functionals and basis elements, it is
easy to show that any finite - dimensional subspace is complemented
by constructing a projection with the subspace as its range.
The following theorem of Kato [8] will be used frequently.
Theorem 1.2
If T e B(X,Y) and TX is of finite codinension in Y , then
TX is closed.
Proof:
Since TX has finite codimension, we can write
Y = TX M ,
where M is a finite - dimensional subspace of Y. We form tne
(exterior) direct sun
X = X . +> M ,
with the natural algebraic operations and the norm
II (x, °) II = II * II + II ° II »
where x e X and m e M . With this norm, X is a Banach space.
Define T <r B(X, Y) by
T(x, m) = Tx + n .
Clearly, T maps X onto Y .
Assume that T is one-to-one; then T is one-to-one and onto,
so Banach's isomorphism theorem shows that T has a bounded inverse
In particular, there exists a constant k > 0 such that
|| T(x, m) || 2 k || (x, m) || V(x, m) e X .
Putting m = 0 , we obtain
|| Tx || = || T(x, 0) || * /c|| (x, 0) || = fe|| x || Vx f X ,
whence TX is closed.
Suppose, on the other hand, that T is not one-to-one. Let
Z = }i/T"1(o) and write T0 for the induced map T0: Z Y .
Since T~1(o) is closed, Z is a Banach space and T0 is bounded,
one-to-one and has range TX , which is of finite codimension in Y
Applying the previous argument to T0 now shows that TX is closed
To conclude this section we give a useful lemma.
Lemma 1„5
Let E be a closed subspace and E a finite-dimensional




Let 7r: X-> X/S be the natural cpimorphisn. 7t(f) is finite-
dimensional and hence closed in X/® > s0 77-1 (w(®0) = E tF is
closed since it is continuous.
§ 2. Conpact operators and related topics
We shall assume the results of the standard Riesz-Schauder
theory for conpact operators on a Banach space [12], that is, the
following results:
If K e K(X) , then
( i ) Sp K is at most countable, and 0 is its only accumulation
point, if any exist.
( ii ) If A e Sp K\[0] , then A is an eigenvalue and the space
= [x: Kx = Ax ] has finite dimension.
(iii) If A e Sp K\[0j , then (K - Al)X is closed and of finite
codinension in X ,
( iv) Let = [x: (K - Al) kx = 0 ] and Rk^ = (K - AE)kX ,
where k is a non-negative integer0 Then there exists an
integer n such that
[0] = N0^ CN/^C ... CN„^ = Nni^ = ... ,
X = R0^ ... 5Rn^ = +^ = ... ,
and-
X = N„(x) ©E„{x)
The properties listed above are neither mutually independent nor
mininal; for example, (i) follows from the others.
Definition.
An operator T e B(x) satisfying (i) to (iv) above is said to
be a Riesz operator. It is not difficult to see that the following
conditions are equivalent to (i) to (iv), but more useful in
determining whether or not an operator T f B(x) is Riesz:
(i) If A f Sp T\[Oj , then A is an eigenvalue of T .
(ii) VA 0 , -there exists a finite rank projection P e B(x) such
that PT = TP , (T - Al)p is nilpotent and the restriction of
T - AI to the subspace (I - P)x is one-to-one and naps onto
(I - P)X.
The range of P is the sub space Nn^ of the previous page.
Riesz operators have been characterised by Ruston [14] in the
following vray: X is a Banach space „
Theoren 1<,4 (Ruston characterisation).
Let T e B(x) , and denote by ? the operator induced by T in
B(x)/K(x) . Then T is a Riesz operator if and only if T is
quasinilpotent.
At this stage it is convenient to introduce the set of Fredholn
nappings and the Fredholn spectrun.
Definitions.
T f B(X, Y) is said to be Fredholn iff
( i ) [x: Tx = 0 j has finite dimension, and
(ii) TX is of finite codinension in Y .
We shall denote the set of Fredholn nappings in B(X, Y) by $(X, Y)
if X and Y coincide, wo shall write 4(x) instead of 4(X, X).
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Notice that, by Theorem 1.2, every Fredholn napping has closed range.
If T e B(x) , we define the Fredholn spectrun of I , which we
denote by FSp T , as
FSp T = [A eC: T - Al / $(x) } .
Lenna 1.5
If r: B(x) -> B(x)/K(x) is the canonical epinorphisn, then
Sp r(T) = FSp T .
In particularj FSp T is closed.
Proof:
Since r is an identity-preserving epinorphisn, we need only
show that 0 e Sp r(T) if and only if 0 e FSp T .
Assume 0 /k Sp r(T) ; then 3 S eB(x) such that
r(s)r(T) = r(T) r(s) = r(l) .
Therefore,
ST = I + K, ,
TS = I + K2 , ( Ki, K2 <rK(x) ),
whence lie have
ix: Tx = 0 ! C [x: STx = 0 j = [x: (i + Ki)x = 0 j ,
(I + K2)X = TSX C TX ,
so, by the Riesz-Schauder theory, the nullspace of T has finite
dimension and its range finite codimension, that is T e §(x) and
0 / FSp T .
Conversely, assume 0 jk FSp T , so T has finite-dimensional
nullspace and range of finite codimension. Let P be a bounded
projection onto T~1(o) and I - Q onto TX . Both P and Q
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havfi finite rank and arc therefore compact.
Let T0; (I - P)X -> TX he the restriction of T . T0 is one-
to-one and maps onto the Banach space TX , since T has closed
range, so Banach's isomorphism theorem shows the existence of
S0 « B(TX, (I - P)X) such that
S0Tx = x Vx e(l - p)X .
Let S = S0(l - Q) , so S <r B(x) and we have in turn
st(I - p) = I - p ,
r(s) r(T) = r(l) ,
since t(p) = 0 . Moreover,
TS0x = x Vx e TX = (I - Q)X ,
whence
TS = I - Q,
r(T)r(s) = r(l) ,
so r(T) is invertihle in B(x)/K(x) and 0 / Sp r(T) .
The final remark in the statement follows since B(x)/K(x) is a
Banach algebra, so t(t) has closed spectrum.
Prom the last Lemma we may restate the Huston characterisation.
Theorem 106
T e B(x) is a Riesz operator if and only if FSp T = [Oj 0
Theorem 1,7
Let J be any closed two-sided ideal of B(x) such that J
contains only Riesz operators. Then if tt: B(x) -> B(x)/j is the
canonical epimorphism, we have
Sp 7r(T) = FSp T .
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Proof;
Since n is an identity-preserving epimorphism, v/e need only
show that 0 e Sp tt(t) if and only if 0 e F3p t .
Assume that 0 jk Sp r(T) . Then 3 S e B(x) such that
st = i + ri ,
TS — X + R-2 , ( Hi > H-2 ^ J ) o
But j contains only Riesz operators, so ri and R2 are Riesz,
and the sane argunent as in Lenna 1.5 shows that T is Fredholm,
that is, that 0 jk FSp T .
Now suppose that 0 / FSp T . It follows that T~1(o) has
finite dimension and TX finite codimension. Let P and Q be
bounded projections, and let T~1(o) and TX be the ranges of P
and I - Q respectively. Then P and Q are finite-rank operators
and so belong to J , since any two-sided ideal of B(x) contains
the operators of finite rank. We now proceed in the same way as in
Lemma 1,5, and define T0: (i - P)X -> TX , the restriction of T
to (i - P)x , and we see that ir(T) .is invertible in B(X)/J since
P and Q both lie in J * Hence 0 / Sp v(T).
§ 3. Perturbation theory
The results in this section are given strictly for use later in
the thesis, and are not given in their full generality, since most
of the theorems apply also to closed operators, which will not concern




If T e B(X, Y), where X and Y are norned linear spaces,
define the nullity of T , written nul T , to be the dimension of
T~1(o) , and the deficiency of T , def T , to be the codinension of
TX , where these are allowed to take the value 00 if the appropriate
dimension is infinite. Where at least one of nul T , def T takes
a finite value, we define the index of T , written k(t) as
/c(T) = nul T - def T ,
with the conventions that oo-n = <»,n-<» = -°o, for any integer n»
If T e B(X, Y) we shall denote by T the adjoint operator
T : Y -> X defined by
(T*f)(x) = f(Tx) Vxf X, f f X* ,
*
where X denotes the dual of X«
*
The nap T -> T is a linear isonetry.
Lemma 1.8 (Banach)
If X is a Banach space and Y a normed linear space with
T e B(X ,Y) , then
[y e Ys II y II < r I C [Tx: |j x II $ 1 }
implies that
iy € Yi II y II < r ] C [Txi || x || s 1 } ,
Proof;
Denote by Bx(r) the set [x e X; || x || < 1 } , and by BjJrJ
the set [x<rX; |j x || $ 1 } e
Let || y || < r , say || y || < (1 -<f )r , where 0 < e < 1 „
Let y = (1 - e)~1y so that y is a member of T( Bv(r)j" .Jx
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There exists x0 e X such that || x0 || $ 1 and |j y - Tx0 || < re .
Nov; assume we have found x0, . „. , xn e X with || Xk || ek , for
k = 0, 1, ... , n and j| y - Tx0 - Txi - ... - Txn || < ren + 1 .
Since
e- (n +1) (y _ TXo _ _ TXn) eBy(r) C iTx: || x || s 1 j ,
3 xn + i eX with || xn+i || « 1 and
|| e~(n + 1>(y - Tx0 - - Txn) - Txn + i || < re ,
so, putting xn + i = xn + ien + 1 , we have || xn + i || 4 en + 1 and
|| y - Tx0 - - Txn + i || < ren+a ,
and, by induction, we obtain a sequence of such elements xn <, Put
sn = x0 + + xn . Then || sn || € 1 + e + ... + en =(1 - en + 1)/( 1-e)
so |sn| converges, since it is absolutely convergent and X is a
Banach space. Let sn —> s as n -> 00 ; clearly || s ||<S 1/(1 - e) 0
Now,
II y - Ts II = lam || y - Tsn || = 0 ,
^ —>co
so y = Ts , so y = (1 - = T£0 ~ e)s| and || (1 - e )s || £ 1 .
Thus y , an arbitrary element of By(r) belongs to the set
[Tx: || x || ^ 1 j , and so
[y «Y: || y || < r j C [Tx: || x || « 1 } ,
which is the required re suit0
Definition
If T e B(X<, Y) we say T has a bounded left inverse if there
exists a linear map S e b(tx, x) such that STx = x Vxe X» We
do not demand, that S be everywhere defined on Y .
Lemma 1o9
If X and Y are Banach spaces, TeB(X, Y) and T is one-
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to-one with a bounded, left inverse, then T maps X onto Y .
Proof:
To show that T maps onto Y , we need only show that, for some
positive r , T(B^.(l)) D By(r) . By the previous lemma, it is
enough to prove that
t(bxci;; 2 Vr) • ^
*
We shall denote by T the left inverse of T , and show that
(1) holds with r = 1/|j T° |j .
Suppose that this is not the case; then there exists y0 e Y with
li Yo II < VII T° || such that y0/T(Bx(1)) . Using a hyperplane
separation theorem [2, p417 ] since T(B ~(1 )T is closed and convex,A
*
we see that there exists f e Y and e > 0 with
Re f(y0) = c > c - e ? sup [Re f(y): y <r T(BX(1)) ]
= sup [Re f (Tx): || x || $ 1 ]
= sup [ |f(Tx) |: || x || « 1 ]
= II T*f || .
Therefore
|| T*f || < Re f(y0)
s |f(y0)|
* I! f II. II Yo II
* II T° 11.11 T*f II.H y0 ||,
since f = T°T f . But T is assumed to be one-^o-one, so T f ^ 0
and we obtain
1 < II T° ||. || y0 || * 1 ,
a contradiction. Thus our assumption that y0/ T(Bv(i)) is sntenable
and the Lemma is proved.
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Theorem 1.10
If X and Y are Banach spaces and T e B(X, Y) then the range
*
of T is closed if and only if the range of T is closed.
Proof:
Define a. map Ti f B(X, Z) where Z = TX by the equation
Tix = Tx V xfX.
»jc s>£ jje $
We shall show that Ti Z = T Y .
x e T*Y* <*==> 3y'( Y* such that T*y* = x*
3 y e Y such that y (Tx) = x (x) V xeX
j[C ^ ^ }Jc
3 z eZ such that z (T.ix) = x (x) V xeX
* * *
=> x e Ti Z .
( A suitable z would be y*lz » which shows its existence. )
* * sic lie * lie lie
Not; let x = Ti Z . To show the equality of T Y and Ti Z ,
>> * tie
it will be enough to show that x e T Y . By the Hahn-Banch theorem,
)j* jjj jjf jjc ^
there exists y eY such that |j y j| = || z || and y \^ = z .
Then we, have
jjt ^
x (x) = z (Tix) =y (Tx) V xcX
= (T*y*)(x) VxeX,
* # #
so x e T Y , and we haw
* * sfe ^e
T Y = Ti Z .
Since T and Ti have ranges which are isometrically isomorphic,
the theorem will be proved if we can show that Ti has closed range
■f
if and only if Ti has closed range,
Assume that TX and hence TiX is closed, so that Ti is
lie >11
surjective and Ti is one-to-one; for if Ti f = 0 then it follows
that f(TX) = 10], whence f = 0,
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%
V;s shall shew that Ti has a bounded left inverse., Suppose "
the contrary, that is, suppose there exists a sequence {j of
elements of Z with || zn || = 1 ( n = 1,2, „ „.) and for y/hich
II Tizn || -» 0 as n -» oo „ Write
* 1 * / \
un ~ ~if" 2n > v n = 1,2,...J ,
V|| T, Zn II
so that
$Je tje
II un II -> oo f || TlUn II 0 as n -> » .
Now, if x <r X,
•Jp. ^
^n(T ix) = (T1un)(x) -» 0 as n -» oo ,
whence, since Ti is surjective,
un(z) -» 0 as n -» « V zeZ .
Therefore
sup || un(z) || < « VzeZ,
n
ana the uniform boundedness theorem shows that sup || un || < 00 , a
n
*
contradiction. Thus Ti has a bounded left inverse and hence closed
•Jc •$» i I
range, since 3 k > 0 with || Tiz || £ k j| z || .
& *
Conversely, let T Y be closed; we pass to Ti as before end
sic #
notice that TiZ is closed. Since T«X is dense in Z by the
si! if
definition of Z , Ti is one-to-one. It follows, since Ti is one-
sie
to-one with closed range, that Ti has a bounded left inverse, a.nd
Lemma 1„9 shows that Ti is surjective, that is, that T has closed
range.
Corollary
If T has closed range, then
$ >s<
nul T = def T , def T = nul T 0
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Proof;
Let nul T = a . Then there exists a set [xk|k=i of linearly
independent elements of X for which Txk = 0 ( k = 1,2,..., a), To
save a special case, we adopt the convention here that if a = «> ,
Xt, x will denote a sequence xi, x2,..» and proceed in the
same way.
$
Choose f k e X such that
f*k(xk) ^ 0 (h = 1,.»•, &),
fk(xi) =0 (i < k ).
OA
The set (fk|k=i is linearly independents We show that fk does
not belong to TY (k = 1,...,a). Assume the contrary, that is,
that there exists gk e Y such that f k = T gk for seme k . Then
0 t f|<(xk) = (T gk)(xk) = gk(Txk) = 0 „
* * .
This contradiction shows that fk/T Y ( k = 1,2,,., a) so,that
$
def T > a .
Now let def T = /5 , and use the same conventions if (3 - <x> p
As in previous cases, we define Ti: X —> Z - TX ; Ti i3 surjeotive
and TiZ = T Y . Let T : X/T-i(o) -5- Z be the induced mapping,
and let m X X/T_1(o) be the natural epimorphism. T is one-to-
one and surjective, so by Banach's isomorphism theorem it has a
bounded, inverse, T~1 0 This implies that T is surjective, for
let; g <r [X/T"1 (o) j and define z er Z by
2 (z) = g(T~1z) V zeZ .
Then
z (Tttx) = g(T~1 Trnc) = g(77x) V xeX ,
'-V-'
since T is surjective 0 Therefoi'e
T 2 = g ,
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j{S
and so T is surjective, that xs
*
r / 1 / \ 1 *
TZ = [X/T-1(0)j .
^
Further, Tir = Ti , so that Ti = it T , where * denotes the
dual in the appropriate space. It follows that
* * * * , V
T Y = TiZ (as before)
*
= irIZ
= v*u/r*{o)i* . d)
»j{
Let gc [^/T"'(o)| ; then
(it g)(x) = g(77x) = 0 V xcr'Co) ,
so
/[VT"1(o)l* C if e X*: f(T"1(o)) = [0}j , (2)
To prove the opposite inclusion, let f cX with f(T~1(o))=[Oj
and define
g(7rx) = f (x) V xeX ,
jj;
g is a well-defined member of [j5/T~1(o)J and it g = f , whence
the converse inclusion to (2) holdsf and we have
/[X/T"1(0) j* = [feX*: f(I-1 (0)) = {OH •
Taking this with (l) we obtain
T*Y* = [f eX*: f(T~1 (0)) = [OH o (5)
❖
Now let [fi,...,fn] he any set of elements of X which are
* *
linearly independent modulo T Y , that is, no ncn-zero linear
* *
combination of fi,„..,fn lies in T Y , We can find such a set if
*
o
and only if n ^ def T . Let f(< denote the restriction of i'k
to X~1(o) . Since no linear combination of fi,...,fn lies in
* * . . , . .
T Y no such linear combination (other than zero) annihilates T (0)
by (5), and hence [fis«».,fnl is a linearly independent set of
elements of the dual of T~1(o) , so dim T~1(0) > n .
If def T < 00 .j put n = def T , so nul T » def T 0 If def T
^ *
has the value «>, then for all positive integers n , n-A def T , so
by the above we obtain nul T £ n , hence nul T = °° „ In either
*
case nul T > def T , and, combining this with the reverse inequality
already obtained, we have
*
nul T = def T .
The equation nul T = def t is proved similarly using the
identity
t'-'Co) = [y* e y* : y* (tx) = [o]]8
Definition
We define the lower bound y(t) of tf b(X, Y) as
ll Tx ||
yfT) = inf [ — : xeX },
d(x, T-1(0))
where we adopt the convention tjiat 0/0 = 00 , and
d(x, T~1 (0)) = inf [ || x - y || ; y <r T"1 (0) j.
If T is one-to-one, it is clear that y(rJ?) >0 if and only
if T has a bounded left inverse, that is iff T has closed rangeD
If T is not one-to-one, let T; X/T"1(o) —> Y be the induced map
on X/T~1(o), T is one-to-one, and since d(x, T~1(o)) = |J x-;-T-t(o)||
y(T) = y(T) , whence T , and so also T , has closed range if and
only if y(T) > 0 „
Lemma 1,11
Let M, N be sub spaces of X with dim M > dim N , Then there
exists a non-zero xf M for which || x || = d(x, N).
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Proof:
Since dim N < 00 , we need only prove the lemma .for dim N = n,
dim M = n + 1, where n is a positive integer,, We shall assume first
that the unit ball of M + N is strictly convex, i.e. if x and y
are linearly independent that || x + y || < || x || + || y ||.
Since N has finite dimension, for each x e M, there is a z € N such that
|| x - z || = d(x, N). This z is unique since if
|| x - zi || = || x - z2 || = d(x, N) with zi, Z2 in N, we have
d(x, N) « || x - ^(zi + z2) || = i\\ (x - 21) + (x - z2) ||
$ ^d(x, N) + i&(x, N),
with equality only if x - zi and x - z2 are linearly dependent,
by the strict convexity. Define $(x) to be this unique point z.
Clearly <£: M —> N and <£(-x) = -$(x) . Let xn —» x ; |<^(xn)| j
being bounded (for |j <£(x) || ^ 21| x || ), has a convergent subsequence,
say <£(xnK) y . Then
|| x - y || = lim || xn(< - 0(.Xnk)|| = lim d(xnk, N) = d(x, N) ,
so 0(xnk) —<£(x) » <p is thus continuous, for if not, there is <r> 0
such that || $(x) - <£(yn)|| 2= <r for some yn with || yn - x || < fr ,
and this is inconsistent with the above.
We have to, show th&fcj 1 £©:»» .gone non-zero x in M , $(x) =0 .
Let ei,...,en+i span M and fi,.„.,fn span N, and let E be
the unit sphere of M . Write F: S2n + i —> S and A: N E.an + 1
(where S2n+1 is the unit sphere in R2n + l ) where
on + 1 ,\~in + 1
j««>»an+i>^n+i) = [ Ai j=i (aj+&/3j)ej]/ jj Zj j_-t (aj+i/?j)ej |j
V n
A( L j=1 (aj+i./3j)fj ) = (ai,^1,...,on,/9n,0) .
T is continuous, by the compactness of E , and A is also
continuous, so if 6= A0$c>r , d is continuous and has the property
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1
- -£(w) V (ffSsn-n •
But &* San>-t ~" > so py the Bo.rsali.-U1. asn Theorem [18] ,
»(w) = fl(-w) for some w, chat is, 0(w) s 0„ But then y[B(w)j - 0
and r(w) eM, so the result is proved in the strictly convex case0
Now I'enove the assumption of strict convexity. Let e > 0 and.
let j o | 1 he any strictly convex nom in M + N; since M + N has
finite dimension, there exists k < °° for which |x|i $ k|| x jj for
all x in M + N, Now let | x | = |j x |j + 5| x 11 for all x,
where k.5 < <• „ Then j x + yj < | x | j- | y | if x and y are
linearly independent ( since this is true of | , |1 ) and we have
jj x |! | x | « (1 + e) {{ x || , where | . | is strictly convex0
Therefore there exists, by the first part of the proof, a y in M
such that | y [ = inf [ |y - x| s x e N ], hence
ii y II ^ ! y I * (1 + <0 a(y, n) ,
and so |j y jj / d(y, N) 1 -«■ e. But, since the space has finite
dimension, and e is arbitrary, we can obtain a convergent sequence
)y„ 1 such that |j yn jj= 1, yr.~^ y and || yn jj / d(yn, N) 1 ;
whence j j y jj = i(y, N') ,
The oron 1_c 12
Let T e b(X9 Y) have closed range and finite nullity, Then
there exists e > 0 such that if Be B(X, Y) and jj B jj < e ,
( i ) T + B has closed range,
(CLi) nui(T + B) « mil. T,
(iii) def(T + B) < def T0
Pruof;
We first prove (ii) making no use of the fact that Nul T < « 0
.9 es>
Let x £ (T + B)'1(o)J, *4 0; then if fl B || < y(T) s we have
y(l-) d(x, T~1 (o)) « !! Tx ii = I! Bx II < II B SI !i x !! < y(T) II X ii .
Hencej, for all non-zero x «■: (T + B)"1 (o) ,
d(xs t:1(o)) < |1 x || ,
so by Lenna 1.11, din (T + B)~1(o) $ din T~1(o) and (ii) is proved
for e « y(T) .
Now let X = Xi ^T'~1(o) , where Xi is closed, and let Ti, Bi
be the restrictions of T, B respectively to Xi . Since T1X1 * TX,
Tn has closed range, and so y(Ti) > 0 o Thus if || B || < y(T-i) ,
so that || Bi || < y(Ti) ,
|| (Ti + Bi)x || » || Tix || - || B,x || » <y(Ti) - || Bi || ) || x || ,
whence Ti + Bi, and hence T + B , by Lemma 1.3,has closed range,
'fi
To prove (iii), we note that T has closed range, by Theorem
1,10, so y(T ) > 0 and if || B || = || B || < y(T ) , then
& # *
nu.l (T + B ) € nul T . The result follows from Theorem 1.10 and
$
its Corollary on putting f = min (y(T), y(T'i), y(T )),
Lemma 1,15
Let Te §(X, Y), with nul T = 0. Then there exists e > 0
such that if BeB(X, Y) and || B || < e , dsf (T + B) = def T.
Proof;
T is one-to-one with closed range, so it has a bounded left
inverse, S0 * Bet P be a bounded projection onto TX, and write
S = S0P ; S is bounded. Let e = || S ||~1 . Then if || B || < t ,
I! BS |! < 1 , so U = I + BS is invertibls in B(x) , and
T + B - UT .
Since U is invertible and T has closed range, UT has closed range,
a.n.ds since ri i» one-to-one end oneo,. def UT = def I1 , so
def (T + E) = del* T 0
Theorem Id 4
Let T belong to §(X, Y) j then there exists e > 0 svich that
if B belongs to B(X, Y) and || B |j < c , we have
( i ) T + B is Fredholm3
( ii ) nul (T + B) S nul T , def (T + B) ••£ def T ,
(iii) k(T + B) = k(t) o
Proof;
By Theorem 10h2} we have only to show (iii)e We first establish
a property of
Let SsX—> Y be a linear map3 and let Z be a subspace of X,
with x e X and Zi the linear span of x and Z ; we assume x/Z0
There are two cases„
( i ) Sx e SZ => SZ i = SZ and nul S | Z1 = nul S i Z + 1 s
=> <c(s|Zi) = /f(s|z) + 1 (if either side exists),
(ii) Sx/ sz szi spanned by sz and Sx , but not by sz ,
=> def S j z1 - def s J S - 1, nul S j Z1 = nul S | Z ,
==* k(s|Zi) = k(s|z) + 1 (if either side exists),,
Therefore, by induction, if Zi is an extension of Z such that Z
is of codimension n in Zi ,
k(sJZi) = «(s|z) + n o
Now let X = Xi (^T"t(o) , where X-i is closed, with Ti, B,
as beforeo Clearly def T = def Ti , and the above discussion shows
that /t(T + B) = k(Ti + Bi) + nul T „
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Moreover, by Theorem 1.12 and Lemma 1.13.,, there exists e > 0
such that if j| Bi || « || B |{ < e , T1 + B1 is one-to-one with the
same deficiency as Ti, so
k(T + B) = k(Ti + Bi) + nuL T
= nul (Ti + Bi) - def (Ti + Bi) + nul T
= 0 def Ti + nul T
= nul T - def T
= «(T),
and the Theorem is proved.
Theorem 1.15 (Gohberg & Krein)
Let T, B s B(X, Y), where T is Fredholm and X and Y are
Banach spaces. Then there exists e > 0 such that nul (T - AB)
is constant for 0 < | A| < e . Further, if TeB(x) , and & is a
component of dFSp T , then for every AeG , with the possible
exception of some isolated points, nul (T - Al) has a constant
value.
Proof;
Case (i): k(t) = 0 .
Let Z be a finite dimensional subspace of Y such that
-22-
TX<5)Z = Y , which is possible since T is Fredholn* Since at(T) = 0
T"!(o) and Z have the sane finite dimension,, so we can find a
nonsingular linear nap U0: T~1(o) —> Z „ Tv'e extend U0 to an element
U B(Xf Y) by defining U = UCP , where P is a bounded projection
of X onto T~1(o).
If we denote T + U by Ti we have nul Ti = def Ti = 0 c By
Theorem 1.12, 3 p > 0 such that nul (Ti - AB) = def (Ti - AB) = 0 ,
that is (Ti - AB)-1 exists for |A| < p , and R(A) = (Ti - A3)"1
is a 3(X, Y) -valued analytic function of A for | A| < p « Also
(T - AB)x = 0 <==> (T1 - AB)x = Ux ,
X = R(A)Ux „ (l)
We can write
Ux = L L_ 1 f i(x)e i P
where n = def T , e i e Z and fi<rX ( i = 1,,.„,n) . Hence (l)
holds if and inly if
V1 n
x = Zj i=i R(A)f i(x)e l „
Therefore, nui (T - AB) , the number of linearly independent
solutions of the equation
(T - A3)x = 0 ,
is equal to the number of linearly independent solutions of the
simultaneous equations
V n
x = Zj i=i £ iR( A) e l ,
£k = fk(x) ( k = ) c
This is equal to the number of linearly independent solutions of the
set cf equations
£k — 1= 1 <fkfk (R( a) Q l) C ^■=: p o o., n ) ,
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which nay he written
V1 n
/_) i_i [Slk — f k (B.( A) e i,) ] £ I = 0 ( k. = 1 > > o o jH )»
that is
A(A)^ = 0 , (2)
where a(a) is the n x n natrix whose (k, i)-th entry is
SLk - fk(R(A)ei) , and £ is the colunn vector (£i#o..,£n) •>
(8 is here the Kronecker delta.)
The entries of a(a) are analytic functions of a for | a{ < p ,
so det a(a) is an analytic function of a ( J a| < p ), as are all
its nincrs o If all the entries of a('ii) are identically zero, the
equation (2) has n linearly independent solutions for all values of
a with | a| < p . If not all the entries of a(a) are identically
zero, let p he the order of the largest cinor A(a) which is not
identically zero ( in the set [a: | a| < p], of course). Since the
zeros of analytic functions of one variable are isolated,, 3 e > 0
such that a(a) is non-zero in the anmulus [a: 0 < | a| < e j. Thus
for 0 < | a| < e the largest minor of a(a) which is non-zero is of
order p , and hence, for such values of a , a(a) has rank; p ,
and the equation (2) has n - p linearly independent solutions.
We have just shown that, in either of the two cases considedeaL,
T/hich exhaust the possibilities, there is a number e > 0 such that
for 0 < | Aj < e the equation (2) has a constant number of linearly-
independent solutions. But we saw earlier that this equation has the
sane nunber of linearly independent solutions as the equation
(T - AB)x = 0 ,
which therefore has a constant nunber of linearly independent solutions
in the annulus, i.e. nul (T - AD) is constant in the armulus.
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Case (ii) ?» k(T) > 0 .
Let Z be any k(t) -dimensional subspace of Y and form the
(exterior) direct sum Y = Y0Z , and endow it with the norm
II (y» z) || = !| y [| + || z || VyeY s 2 e Z .
Define T , B«B(X, Y) by Tx = (Tx, 0) , Bx = (Bx, o) so that
/c(t) = 0 5 and we may apply case (i) to T 0 The result follows on
observing that nul (T - AB) = nul (T - AB) for all values of A »
Case (iii) : /c(t) < 0 .
This is proved analogously, by extending X to X by the
addition of a subspace of dimension |k(t)| ; the nullities of the
original and extended mappings now differ by j /c(t) j d
To prove the second part of the theorem, we first notice that if
Ac e G- , a component of -6PSp T , then T - Al is Fredholm, and hence
satisfies the postulates of the first part of the theorem. If we
take i instead of B in this first part, we have shown the exist™
ence of e > 0 such that nul (T - Al) has a constant value in the
annulus [ A; 0 < | A - A0 j < e ] . Define A0) to take this value^
ijs is then a well-defined mapping from & to the set P of non-
negative integers. If we endow P with the discrete topology,
is continuous; to see this, let |p - A0| < e , where A0 and or are
as above. Then £A; 0 < |A - p| < min (|A0 - p j, e - |A0™ pj) j is
an anrulus lying inside [A; 0 < | A — A0 j < e j on which nul (T - Al)
has the constant value A0) , that is A0) in a
neighbourhood of Aq and tp is continuous. Therefore, since & is
connected, by hypothesis, ^(&) is connected, and so consists of a
single point, say n .
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Let A0 be a point of & for which, nul (l - Al) n . Since
tp(Qr) = £n| , there exists e > 0 such that nul (T - AX) = n for A
in the range 0<|A-Ao|<e, that is, there exists a neighbourhood
of Ac containing no other point of & for which nul (T - Al) ^ n ,
and the theorem is proved.
Corollary;
Let G be a component of -6FSp T . If G contains a point A0
for which T -A0I is invertible, then, with the possible exception
of some isolated points, T - Al is invertible for all A in G 0
In particular, if G is the unbounded component of FSp T , then
G H Sp T contains only isolated points of Sp T , and may be void.
Proof:
If T - A0I is invertible, then T - Al is dnvertible for A
in some neighbourhood of A0 , so ^(A0) = 0 . Since tp is
constant on & , nul (T - Al) = 0 for all A in G with the possible
exception of seme isolated points.
Let <p: G —> P be defined as 4>(A) = k(T - Al) 0 Theorem 1c14-,
part (iii) shows cp is continuous on -llSp T , so $(g) is connected
and hence contains only one point. But, T - A0I is invertible, so
nul (T - A0l) = def (T - A0l) = 0 , and <£(A0) =0 so , for all A
belonging to G , nul (T - Al) = def (T - Al) . It follows that
T - Al is invertible at all points of G for which nul (T - Al) = Q
and the result foilot/s by the previous paragraph.
The case where G is the unbounded component of -&FSp T follows
on observing that G must contain points which do not belong to the
spectrum.
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§ -'■> Strictly singular operator.?
In this section X and Y will always denote infinite dimensional
Banach spaces0
Definition
Lot T e B(Xj Y) o T is said to be strictly singular if, for all
infinite-dimensional subspaces K of X , T[M has no bounded left
inverse,
Lemma 1«1.6
Let T belong to B(X, Y) and suppose that T does not have
closed range when restricted to any subspace of finite codimension in
X , Then, V e > 0 , there exists an infinite-dimensional subspace
M of X such that t|k is compact and has norm not exceeding <r •
Proof:
Since T does not have closed range when "restricted" to X
itself j y(l) = 0 , so Ve>0,3x1 with !j xi j| = 1 , ind
jjj
|j Txi Ij < . Choose f-; in X such that || fi || = fi(x:i) = 1 „
3
Suppose that we have found pairs (xi, f1),..»,(xn, fn) such that
II fK II = I! xk || = fk(xk) = 1 (k = 1,,.,,n)
fk(xj) =0 ( k < j ) (1)




Now Nn = fl fk1 (o) is of finite codimension in X , so T'Nn
k=r 1
does not have closed range, that is y(T|Nn) = 0 and 3 xn... 1 in Nn
such that j! xn+1 j| = 1 and || Txn+i || < (-)n + ''e „ Choose fn + i
3
such that II fn+1 || = fn + 1(xn+1) = 1 . The pairs (xi, fi),9..0
(xn+i, fn+i) now satisfy the conditions (l), so, by induction, we
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can construct an infinite sequence of such pairs. Let M be the
linear span of |xn} n=i I M has infinite dimension,, Let x be
an arbitrary member of M ; x is of the form
x = L 1=1 £i,xi , (2)
for some integer n , and complex numbers £i,ooo,£n « Then
Ul I = l?l(x) I € II * II o
We make the induction hypothesis that
kkl s 2k-1 II x II , ( k = 1,...,r ) .
Then we have, in turn,,
\ V r \
£r+i = fr+i(xi ~ n-1 i=i £lTr + i(xi) ,
kr+1 I 4 || x II + 1= 1 kll
< || x || (1 + Z L, 2'"1)
= 2r II x || .
Hence 3
kkl ss 2 k_1 II x II ( k = 1,.a.,r+1 ),
so, by induction, this holds for all positive integers r „
Therefore, we have, for all x in M,
II TX |j«L i_ 1 kil II Txi IN 2 1=1 2L_1(") Nl x II < <H! x II 5
3
and || T | M || « e c
It only renains to show that T|M is compacts which we shall do
by shelving that T|m is the noro limit of finite rank operators0
Let Tn: M —-> Y be defined by
f Txk if k = s
Tnxk 0 if k > n ^
and extend by linearity tc M , Tn is clearly of finite rariK, and
bounded. Let x belong to M and write x in the form (2), giving
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|| Tx - -i-niX || « L=m + 1 kl||| Txl ||
®s eil x II ^ Um + 1 2t""1(")L
3
< (b'M * II ,
3
so j| Tm — T || —> 0 as n —> °° , and the theorem is
prove d0
Corollary:
If TX is net closed, then V e > 0 , 3 an infinite-dimensional
sub space such that T|l'Ie is compact with norm at most e 0
Proof:
Let N be a subspace of finite codimenaion in X ; write X as
X = N <£>L , where L is of finite dimension. Then TN is not closed,
for if it were, by Lemma 1.3, TX would be closed, since TN is of
finite codimension in TX . But N was any subspace of finite
©dimension in X , so the hypotheses of Lemma 1.16 hold, and the
result follows.
Theorem 1.17
If T belongs to B(X, Y) , the following are equivalents-
( i ) T is strictly singular,
( ii ) For every infinite-dimensional closed subspace & , there is an
infinite-dimensional closed subspace N of M such that T|N is
compact,
(iii) For all e > 0 and for all infinite-dimensional closed aubepaces
closed
]i S X , there exists an infinite-dimensional^subspace N of M
such that S| T | N || « e .
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Proof;
(i) => (ii); Since T is strictly singular, T|M has no bounded
left inverse, where M is any closed infinite-dimensional subspace of
X . If M n T~1(o) is of infinite dimension, put N = M C\ T~1(o) ;
if not, let L be a closed complement in M of M H T-1(o) . L
has infinite dimension, so t| L has no bounded left inverse, whence
TL is not closed, since Tj.L is one-to-one® Therefore TM is
not closed. The Corollary to Lemma 1.16, applied to the map t|m now
shows the existence of an infinite-dimensional subspace N0 of M
such that T|N0 is compact. Since the closure of N0 is a subspace
of M , and t|n0 is compact, the required subspace may be taken to
be the closure of N0 o
(ii) (iii): Let 11 be any closed infinite-dimensional
subspace cf X . If 11 nT~1(o) has infinite dimension, we may put
N = M f\ T"1(0) and then || t|N || = 0 < e . If M nT-1(o) 1ms
finite dimension, let L be a closed complement of M nr'(o) in
M . L has infinite dimension, and T|L is one-to-one. Ly
hypothesis, there exists an infinite-dimensional subspace K of L
such that T|K is compact, so t|l cannot have a bounded left inverse
since this would mean that t|k had a bounded left inverse, which is
absurd. Therefore, t|l does not have closed range, so t|ll does
not have closed range, and we may apply the Corollary to Lemma 1016
to T|M to obtain an infinite-dimensional subspace N0 such that
|| T|n0 || ^ e , and, on lotting N be the closure of N0 , we have the
desired re suit 0
(iii) (i)s It is clear that T cannot have a bounded left
inverse on any closed infinite dimensional subspace if (iii) holds.
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We show that (in our case where X is a Banach space) this implies
that T is strictly singular. Let N be any infinite-dimensional
subspace of X such that T|N has a bounded left inverse, say
S: TN —> X . Then STx = x V x e N . Extend S to TN , the closure
of TN as fellows3 If Txn —> y , then [3Txn] is a Cauchy sequence
in N and so contains a subsequence which converges to an elenent x
of N ; define Sy = x . S is well defined, for let xn—> x ,
zn —> z a3 n —> 00 , whe/e xn, zn f N ( n = 1,2,...) , be such that
Tx^ —» y and Tz„ —y . Then
x - z = lin (xn - zn)
n -»co
= lin S(Txn - Tzn)
-x»
= 0 ,
since S is bounded,, It follows that S extends to TN and that T
has a bounded left inverse when restricted to N , a closed infinite-
dimensional subspace, which we deduced above was impossible. It
follows that T cannot have a bounded inverse on any infinite-
dinensional subspace, that is, that T is strictly singular, and the
Theorem is proved,
Corollary;
The set of strictly singular operators in B(x) forms a closed
two-sided ideal.
Proof;
Let T , U be strictly singular, and let M be any closed
infinite-dimensional subspace of X. By Theorem 1.17, there exists
a closed infinite-dimensional subspace Ni of M such that T|Ni is
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compact; by the sane result, there is an infinite -dimensional closed
subspace N2 of Ni such that U|n2 is conpact. Therefore there
exists a subspace N2 of M such that (T + U) |N2 is compact, and
statement (ii) of Theorem Upholds, so T + U is strictly singular.
We show that TS is stricly singular, where T is strictly
singular and SeB(x) , Assune that TS has a bounded inverse when
restricted to some subspace M . Then 3 k > 0 such that
II Sx ||
j| TSx || » k || x || £ «— V x «r M ,
lis ||
hence T has a bounded left inverse on SM , which nust therefore
have finite dimension. But s|M is one-to-one by the first inequality
so M has finite dinension if SM has. Hence TS is strictly
singular. A similar argument shows ST is strictly singular.
Clearly, if T is strictly singular and AeC , AT is strictly
singular.
Now let Tn —> T, where Tn is strictly singular £ n = 1,2,...),
Assume that T has a bounded left inverse on some subspace M ; then
3 k > 0 such that
|j Tx || 2 k I! x || V x er M .
Let n0 be sufficiently large that
|| Tn ~ T || < ~2_k V n > n0 .
Then, for n>n.
I! Tnx I! » I Hi Tx II - II (Tn - T)x ||j |
» k\\ x || - II x I!
= -gvc |j x || V x e M .
Hence, since Tn is strictly singular, M has finite dimension and
T is strictly singular.
Theorem 1,18 (ivato)
If H is a Kilfcert space and S <f B(h) , then S is strictly
singular if and only if S is compact.
Proof;
We need oily show that a strictly singular operator S is compact.
We first show that if A i 0, S - Al has closed range and finite
nullity, Let C < e < 1A.| , and let M Le a subspace such that
I! (S - AX) j M ji ^ e „ Then, for x in M,
II Sx || > ji Ax || - || (S -Al)x || > (|a| - e)|| x || ,
so M has finite dimension; in particular, nul (S - Al) < 00 , If
S - Al has non-closed range, the Corollary to Theorem 1016 ensures
an infinite-dimensional subspace M such that jj (S - AX) |M11 ^ i|A|,
which contradicts the conclusion above; hence (s - AJ.)X is closed,
By the polar decomposition theorem, there is a partial isometry
*(•
U such that S = u|s| , |s| =US where |s| = (S s)2 , so we need
only show that a self-adjoint strictly singular operator is compact;
we shall asssume that S = S . Since nul (3 - Al) = def (s-Al) for
A? R\[0| (for S = S ), and Sp SCR, we see that, for all A ^ 0 ,
nul (S - Al) = def (S - Al) < » „ Hence s - Al c §(h) for all A 0
and so FSp S = [0], Let r; B(H) —■> B(k)/k(h) be the canonical map.
Then since r(s) is self-adjoint in B(h)/K(h)
II r(S) j'| = p(r(s)) = 0 ,
and so S is compact„
CHAPTER 2
THE CAPACITY OP AH ELEMENT OF A BANACII ALGEBRA
§ 1, Definitions and fundamentals»
In his paper "Capacity in Banach Algebras", [6], Halmos
introduces the idea of capacity in the following way: let a be an
element of a normed algebra A over the field F (where F is
either the real or complex numbers), with identity element 1.
Define
capn a = inf [ [| p(a) || : p a monic polynomial, of
degree n over F J ,
and
X
cap a = inf (capn a)n.
n
The quantity cap a is called the capacity of a 0
Since a product of monic polynomials is monic, we have
capm + n ^ c&pm Uocapn a ,
whence it follows that
VFT \X
cap a = inf (capn a) = lim (cann a)n.
n n-*o
Clearly this definition of capacity is independent of the norm
up to equivalence. In the case? of a Banach algebra, the notion of
capacity is connected in a simple way with the capacity of plane sets,
this will be shown in §20
Let Pn denote the set of moric polynomials (that is, those
whose leading coefficient is 1) of degree n over F , where F is
the field of the algebra with which we are concerned0
Lemma 2,1
There, exists p e Pn for which || p(a) j| = capn a 0
_ 34
Proof:
If pePn , then 3 a = (a0, <>««, an-i) f £n such that
p(a) = ocq 1 + ... + Q!|-)_ia^ + a •
We introduce the auxiliary functions 6,cf>: £n —> R , where
0(ct) = || ct01 + ... + <^n_ian + an || ,
'$(&) = || a01 + 0.« + &n — t& II •
Clearly 9 and <p are continuous, and
capn a = inf £ 9(a): a: e £n ] „
Let | . | he a norm on £n , and write Sr = £ l^l = *'] > an(i
y = inf £ <p(a) ;aeSij .
If y = 0, then since Si is compact and $ continuous, 4> attains
its infimum, i.e. 3 a'eSi with
1 + ... + ®n — ia^ — 0 .
Since (0,...,0)^S, , we can, by. multiplication by a scalar and a
suitable power of a , obtain from this a polynomial p ePn with
p(a) =0 , and the infimum used in defining capn a is attained0
If, on thu other hand, y ^ 0 , then $(,5) > ry V ae Sp •
Choosing r so large that ry > capn a + 1 + || an || , we have
9(a) » 0( a) - || an ||
» ry - || an || V a <r Sr
> capn a + 1 V a e Sr «
Hence the closed set E given by
E = £o:i 9(a) < capn a + 1}
satisfies the equation Sr HE = / , As this holds for all r
sufficiently large, E is bounded and hence compact. But
capn a = inf £ 9(a) 1 aeE) ,
_ 35
so the infimum is attained., and there exists a for which
capp a = |j 0Cq 1 + o • o + oip_a + a || ^
and the polynomial p where p(z) = a0 + 0„, + an_izn~1 + zn has
the required properties„
The definition of the capacity of an element of a normed algebra
may be extended to algebras without identity in two natural ways, that
is, by adjoining an identity and using the existing definition or by
making a new definition taking infima Aver monic polynomials without
constant term0 We show that these give rise to the same quantity0
Let Pp be the set of monic polynomials of degree n over the
appropriate field without constant term, and write
cap» a = inf {|| p(a) || : p<sPn'j 9
and
1 1
cap'a = lim (capn a)n = inf (capn a)n 0
n^, n
Propositi on_ 2 o_2
If A is a norned algebra with an identity 1 , then
cap a = cap'a V a e A .
Proofs
capn a = inf [ |j p(a) j] : p ePn'|
6 inf { j| r(a) || i pfPn]
~
CcXpp ct *
Let capn a = jj p(a) j| , where pePn j this is possible by
Lemma 2«10 Define qePn' + i by q(z) = zp(z) V zcC. We then have
in turnP
capn + i a $ || q(a) || < || a ||a|| p(a) || ,
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(capn+1 a)'"^ « || a [[""^(capr, a)^ s
cap'a ^ cap a 0
Proa this result it follows that ±4 the algebra A does not
possess an identity, we nay adjoin one and the value of the capacity
obtained will be independent of the way in which this is done0
Alternatively, we nay consider cap'a, to arrive at the sane quantitya
Moreover, since any algebra vri.th a 1 nay be equivalently renorned so
that || 1 || = 1 and capacity is independent of rtorn up to equivalence <,
we nay assune, for the purposes of evaluating capacity, that the algebra
concerned is unital.
§ 2® Spectral capacity
There is a well-developed and venerable theory of the capacity of
plane sets: for an exhaustive treatnent see Tsuji [16]j, while sufficient
for the purposes in hand nay be found in Hille [7, Chapter 16]0
For a conpact subset E of C , we nake the definitions
Capn E = inf [ || p j^s peFn] £
Hi
i 1
Cap E = lin (Capn E) = inf (Capn e)75 ,
where || p ||E = sup {|p(z)|: zeEj.
Notice that if we consider the algebra C(e) , then the function
a , where a(z) = z V z t'e , lies in C(e) , and we nay apply our
previous definition of capacity to it. Clearly capn a = Capn E <, for
all n , whence Lenna 2,1 shoves the existence of pePn for which
HP = caPn E .
It is obvious fron the definitions above that E C F inplies that
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Gap E $ Cap P , if E, P are both, compact subsets of £ •
Lemma 2,5
If A and b are compact subsets of £ whose; symmetric
difference (i.e. the set (Av b) u (b\A) ) is a finite set, then A
and b have the same capacity.
Proof;
It is enough to shew that if B = A U [Aj , then A and B have
the same capacity.
Clearly, Cap A « Cap B . Let pn ePn ( n = 1,2,.,.) be such
that Capn A = || pn ||^ . Now define qn f Pnti as
q„(z) = (z - A)pn(z) ,
and let d = sup[|z - A|: z e A] • If d = 0 the result is trivia].,
so assume d > 0 . Then
Capn + 1 B ^ || In ||g = || In ll^ ^ d.Capn A ,
which gives
Cap B = lim (Capn-M B)^
n->oo
$ 15m j^d^CCapn a)^^
= Cap A •
At this stage we pause to make a number of observations, firstly,
since
capn a = inf S || p(a) || ; p cPn] « || an || V aeA ,
we have
cap a $ p(a) V a o A ,
Let A 4= 0 ; then if
p(z) = zn + an_.1zn~1 + ... + a0 ,
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write
p(A; z) = zn + A~1an_i.zn~1 + 0 0 0 + a0A""n <,
Clearly p , p( Aj Q) both lie in Pn . We have
capn Aa = inf {|| p(Aa.) |j : pcPn!
= inf {|| Anp( A; a) || : p<?Pn|
» |Ajncapn a V a(A, Ae G \ [Oj e
Hence, writing a = A-1 Aa and using the same inequality,
capn Aa = jA|ncapn a ,
and, since the case for A = 0 is trivial, we have, for all AeG ,
Prom the definition of the capacity of a plane set, a finite set
has capacity zero, since we can find a monic polynomial of arbitrarily
large degree which is identically zero on the set. An analogue for
elements of a normed algebra is as follows;
Lemma 2<,4(Halmos)
If p is a non-zero polynomial, and p(a) has zero capacity,
then cap a = U .
cap Aa = | A|cap a „
Proof;
Since cap Ap(a) = |Ajcap p(a) for all AeC , we may assume that
p is monico Let p nave degree n „ Since
capk p(a) = inf [ |j q(p(a))|| : qeFkj ,
and q0pePnk > we have
capnk a = inf HI r(a) || ; rePnk] ^ capk p(a) .
Hence
cap a = inf (capm
m k
since n is fixed and cap p(a) = 0 „
5S , ,
Theorem_ 2„5 (Ealaioe)
If A is a unital Banaoh algebra, then
cap a = Cap Sp a V a e A „
Proof;
First we consider the complex oa3ec
Let pePn ; then
II P Ils a = sup [|p(A.)|s AfSp a]
= sup [ I a| ; ae p(Sp a) }
= p(p(a))
« II p(a) II «
Therefore
Capn Sp a = inf ( || p || &s p e Pn }
« inf [|| p(a) || : p «r Pn}
= oapp a $
and
Cap Sp a $ cap a « (*)
By Lemma 201, 3 3k <f Pk (k = 1,2, for which we have
II Sk llSp a = Capk Sp a , so lim [ |j sr ||Sp JK - Cap Sp a . But
'I Sk
a = P(sk(a)) = II [ok(a)in||nop ci K ©
If |j 3k |L = 0 for some k - then p(sk(a)) - 0 and
■op a
cap Sk(a) =0 „ Lemma 2,4- now shows that cap a = 0 , whence, by (*),
V/G l\a"v G
Cap Sp a = cap a ~ 0 •
If |j sk |L 'f 0 (k = 1,2, eo<,) , there exists a positivebp a
integer n = n(k) such that* for n £ n(k) ,
|| tsk(a)]"0* « 2|! =k lis, a »
.... „ , .,Sp a - .. »3p a 3
i! q llSp a = me III p !!Sp a » pePn).
But q is a real polynomial, so we nay assume, if required, that
g polynomial for which
II Bk J) a = Capk Sp a
is real.
This will be used also in Theorem 2C6,
Corollary;
If A is any Banach algebra,
cap a = Cap Sp a V af A,
Proof;
We adjoin an identity to A to produce Ai ; let a be the
canonical image of a in Ai , where a is any element of A 0
By Proposition 2,2, cap a = uap a. , while Sp a*v.Sp a C {0} and
J£ S a ( 1^9 p28]), so Lemma 2,3 shows that Cap Sp a = Cap Sp a
and Theorem 205 completes the proof.
At this point, a brief summary of some of the properties of the
capacity of plane sets is desirable; for proofs see [7] and [lo]o
The capacity of plane sets already defined in terms of the
minimum of norms of polynomials is known also as the Tchebycheff
constant of the set. It is equal to the transfinite diameter, which,
is formulated as follows: let
[Sn(E)]2!1(n ) = sup iJljJ.l - zj| :ai,...,zneE ],
then Sn(E) decreases to a limit 8(e), the transfinite diameter, as
n -—> 00 o Yet another way of obtaining the same quantity associated
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with a set is the logarithmic capacity. This we shall not use
explicitly, so we do not give its definition, but we notice that the
logarithmic capacity is only defined for compact sets (though it can
be extended to Borel sets), whereas the other two are well-defined
for any bounded subset of C . Use of the logarithmic capacity allows
the conclusion that if En is a compact set in the plane ( n = 1, ,„.<>)
/ \ 00 •
such that Cap En = 0 (n=1,2,...; and E = Un=i En is compact,
then Cap E = 0 ,
A moment's thought now/ sho?/s that any countable compact set has
zero capacity, as it is the union of countably many sets consisting of
a single point0
From these somewhat assorted remarks, we observe that the set of
elements of aBanaeh algebra which have capacity zero includes those
with finite and countable spectra, e.g. idempotents, quasinilpotents,
and in the case of the algebra B(x) , for a Banch space X , compact
and Riesz operators.
§ 3. Quasialgebraic elements and, operators.
We have seen that any element of a Banach algebra which has a
finite spectrum has zero capacity. Since this includes those
elements which satisfy a polynomial identity, in other words, the
algebraic elements, we can regard capacity as a measure of how "far"
an element is from being algebraic. For this reason vie follow Halmos
and call elements which have zero capacity quasialgcbraic0
It was not difficult to show (Lemma 2.4) that if p(a) is
quasialgebraic for some non-ze.ro polynomial p , then a is also
quasialgebraic„ What is not so obvious is the following theorem of
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Halmos. We assume that A is a Banach algebra over F and that a
is an element of A «,
Theorem 2„6(Halnos)
If a is quasialgebraic, and p is any polynomial over F ,
then p(a) is quasialgebraic0
Proof:
First assume A is a complex algebra, and assume without loss
that p is monic. We will shew that Cap p(Sp a) =0, which is
enough since p(Sp a) = Sp p(a) .
Let sn e Pn be such that |j sn jL = Capn Spa, (n=1,2,8..)bp a
Since cap a = 0 , || sn |Ln —> 0 as n —>■<*> . Factorise sn , toSp Q-
obtain
sn(z) = \z - A(n) - Af,n) I V z <r£ ,
and put
qn(z) = [z - p(A$n>)J...[z - p(A£n>)j «
Since z - A^,n) divides p(z) - p(A^n)) ( j = 1,2, B8,,n), sn
divides qn o p , so write
ln(p(z)) = sn(z).rn(z) V zeC, n = 1,2,
If rn(A) = 0 , then p(A) = p(A^n^) for some j [l,2,eo.,n], so
Ae p~1 [p( A^n) ) | . Now the zeros of the Tchebycheff polynomials of a
set £ (that is the polynomials which attain the value Gapn F and are
nonic of degree n ) lie in co. E , the closed convex hull of E ,
hence A^jn) e co Sp a and the zeros of rn lie in p"1 (p(co Sp a)},
This is a compact set since co Sp a is compact and p is a polynomial,:
Write d = sup [|fi|: /J e p~1 [p(co Sp a)]] , and let p have
degree k , so that rn is of degree (k - 1 )*x and its zeros lie in
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the disc of radius d centred u. 0, therefore
II r„ llSp a «
since Sp a also lies in this disc0 Hence
I' 4n0 P "sp a = " r"Sn "sp a 85 I'. S" "sp a^2d^ <K"1)rt 0
Bub,
II qno P "sp a II ^ "p (Sp a) '
so we have
Capn p(Sp a) ^ || qn llp^gp a) ** II sn ILjp ^(Sd)^ ,
and
Cap p(Sp a) = 0 P
1
since |,| sn |Ln —> 0 as n —> °° , and the theoren is proved in the
op
complex case.
If, on the other hand, A is a real algebra, and p consequently
a real polynomial, we must be more circumspect; the above reasoning
will remain true provided we can show that all the polynomials
constructed are real, since we consider only real polynomials acting
Cin be +«J<ov
on real algebras. Since sn/ i■ real, the roots ,.. „, are
either real or occur in complex conjugate pairs, hence the roots
p(Mn>),...,p(A£n>) of qn are either real or occur in conjugate
pairs, so qn is a real polynomial. It follows that qn o p is a
real polynomial, and since qn 0 P = rn sn , rn must be a real
polynomial. The remainder of the proof proceeds as before.
Remark: The above theorem was proved in the context of a Eanach algebra
but it is true in the case of a normed algebra. Let A be a normed
algebra and let A be its completion, with a —» a the canonical
homcmorphism of A into A ; this is an isometry, so for all
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polynomials p and all a e A , j| p(a) jj = jj p(a) j| = |J (jg£a)) II °
Therefore cap a = cap a and cap p(a) = cap p(a) If a is quasi-
algebraic, so is a and Theorem2n6 shows p(a) is quasialgebraic,
hence p(a) is alsoe
St is elementary that if a and b both satisfy polynomial
identities and ab = ba , then a + b and ab are also algebraic,
though the result need not be true if a and b do not commute» To
take this one stage further, consider the algebra B(l1) and let
A , B be operators in B(l1) defined as follows; we denote by ek
the element of l1 whose k-th entry is 1 and whose other entries
are all 0 . Let
ek + i (k even)
Aek = ,
0 (k odd),
/ 0 (k even)
Bek = f
\ ek + i (k odd) „
Then A2 = B2 = 0 and AB £ BA . Therefore A and B are nilpoteni
and 30 algebraic, but A + B is the unilateral shift, and it is
easily seen that
capn (A + B) = inf £|i p(-& + B) j| ; p e Pn ] =1 ,
so cap (A + B) = i, and A + B is not even quasialgebraicc
The case where a and b are two commuting quasialgebraic
elements of a Banach algebra is tantalising; it is natural to ask
whether the sum of two such elements is quasialgebraic, but the
answer is not lcnown0 The best that can be done at themoment is:
Theorem 2,7
Let a, b be two commuting quasialgebraic elements of a Banach
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algebra A , and let Sp a be countable. Then a + b and ab are
quasialgebraic.
Proof;
Let B be a maximal closed commutative subalgebra of A
containing a and b : then ([11], Theorem 1„6.14) Sp. x = Sp^ xAn
for all xeB , where Sp., x denotes the spectrum of x consideredJ3
as an element of B . By considering the expression of the spectrum
in terms of the carrier space of B , i?e have
Sp (a + b) C Sp a + Sp b = [ A + fiiAeSp a, fif Sp bj .
Further, Sp a + Sp b is a compact subset of C , since if
[Ap + pn] is sequence of points in Sp a + Sp b , with An e Sp a,
Mn € Sp b ( n = 1,2,.,.), then the (sequential) compactness of Sp a
and Sp b shows the existence of a suhsequence ni(k) such that
Ani(k) converges to an element of Sp a, and a subsequence n2(k) of
ni(k) such that pn2(k) converges to an element of Sp b , so that
^n2(k) + ^n2(k) converges to an element of Sp a + Sp b ,
Now
Sp a + Sp b = U (A + Sp b) ,
Af Sp a
and the set A + Sp b, being a translate of Sp b, has zero capacity,
so the set Sp a + Sp b is the union of a countable number of sets
of zero capacity, and so itself has capacity zero, whence
cap (a + b) =0 .
The result for ab follows similarly from the inclusion
Sp ab t (Sp a)(Sp b) = [Ap; AeSpa,peSpb] .
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Remarks This result can also he extended to normed algebrasc Let
A be a norced algebra, A its completion. We shall regard. A as
the set of equivalence classes of Cauchy sequences of A , where
the equivalence relation ~ is defined as; (an| ~ [bn] iff
an ~ Ln —> 0 as n —> °° . Denote equivalence classes by [.] and
define ||[[an}]|| = lia |[ an || . In all this an , bn e A ( n = 1,2,00)»
n
for a e A , let a = [[an|] where an = a ( n = 1,2,Then the
nap a —> & is an isonetric hononorphisn, and therefore preserves
capacity, so the result will be proved if we show that Sp a is
countable if Sp a is. But a —> a is an identity-preserving
hononorphisn (if an identity exists), and so if a is invertible
(quasiregular) so is a hence Sp a C Sp a, for all a eA.
Notice in this treatment that no attempt is made to evaluate the
capacity of the spectrum of an element of a norrned algebra; these
spectra display pathologies (such as uriboundedness) which do not lend
themselves to such treatment.
The following counterexample shows that, while the problem of
whether or not the sum of two quasialgebraic elements is itself
quasialgebraic remains unanswered, the stronger conjecture that
capacity is subadditive or submultiplicative for commuting elements
if false. Let
A - [z «C; m»n( |z - 10 j, |z + 10|) ^ 1 ] ,
X is a Banach space. Define A and B in B(x) as follows; let
S/j e^enen^ k given by (where = 1 and - 0





( A - 10)e^ if Re A > 0 , AeA
( A + 10)e^ if Re A < 0 j AeA,
10e^ if Re A > 0 j AeA
-1 Oe^ if Re A < 0 , AeA,
and extend by linearity to X . Then Sp A = [z; |z| ^ ij and
Sp B = [-10, 10] but Sp (A + B) = A . We oust estimate Gap A;
using the transfinite diameter we have
[Sn(A)]2n(n-1) = sup [ [I I z i - z j |: z1s...,zneA]
loxjssn
— max sup [ i 1 ' 2j|s zi,««,z[<e A+ , z^ + i,6«o,Zp) e AM ] ,
O^ksai 1s=i<j«3i
where A+ = jAeA: Re A > 0] , A„ = [AeA: Re A < 0] «
Since | Ai - A21 > 18 if Ai e A+ , A2 eA_ , and | pi - \i21 1
if tii and- p2 are both in A+ or both i» A„ , we take n = 2c ,
and consider m points in each of A+ and A„ , to obtain
£82m(A)r<2m-1> > [8n,(A+)]^(m-1)i5m(A.)pm(ffl-<)(l8)m2 »
where the points in A+, A_ have been chosen so that the appropriate
product of terms containing only points of one of them attains its
maximum value of [§m(A)]^rn^m_1 ^. Since A* ,A_ are discs of radiu3
1, they have capacity 1, so that Sm(A+) —> 1 as m —» «> s and
lim S2m(A) £ 1dm 1.1.(18)^ = 3V2 ,
that is Cap A £ 3Vb „ Hence
cap (A + B) > 3V2 > 1 = cap A + cap B ,
so capacity is not subaddd.tive for commuting elements. A similar
construction shows the corresponding result for products,,
The set of quasialgebraic elements of a Bamch algebra need hot
be closed, for let A = B«([0, 1]) with pointwise multiplication,
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and let fn, f fi be given by
l*n("t) = a°e° ^ 1 ^ »
f(t) = t a0e0 in [0, 1] ,
for n = 1,2,... , where [x] denotes the integral part of x , that
is the integer k for which k « x < k + 1 . Now it is immediate that
Sp fn = [0, ft, . and Sp f = [0, 1], also that fn —> f as
n —■> oo since
|j f„ - f || = sup |fn(t) - f(t) j € n .
Bub cap fn = 0 ( n = 1,2,...) and cap f = ft" , and the result is
pr ove d.
The powers of an element behave somewhat better, however, and ■
we have the inequality
cap an £ (cap a)n (n=1,2,...).
To see this we notice that if p e Pk , then for some a0)'«o»«k-i
p(an) = (an)k + ak_i(a")k-1 + ... + «0
= ank + aK_iank~n + ... + a0
= q(a) ,
where qePnk . from this we have capk an £ capnk a , and
1
cap a** > lin [(capnk a)n v]n
k
= (cap a)n *
This inequality can be strict; let a be an element of a Banach
algebra with Sp a = [0P 1]„ Then Sp an = [0, 1] and so cap an= ft
but (cap a)n = (ft) n < ft if n > 1 0
Quasialgebraic operators are related to compressions and
dilations in a surprising way, In the terminology of Sa.Nagy and
Foias [17], if H is a subspace of a Hilbert space K, we write
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S = pr T if S = P_J?L where P is the projection onto H „ S isxl * H H
then said to be the compression of T to H » If S e B(h) and
T eB(K) are such that Sn = pr Tn ( n = 1,2,...) we say that T is
a dilation of S .
If T is a dilation of S , then cap S cap T , for if p is
a polynomial and. Sn = prTn ( n = 1,2,...)
p(S) — oipS + ... + a0I
= ianijjTn + ... + aoPjjl Ijj
= phP(T>IH »
so || p(s) || ^ || p(T) || and cap S ^ cap To
On the other hand, if S is a compression of 1 , no such relation
need hold. For example Let K be the Hilbert space spanned by two
orthomomal sequences [ek] and [fk] where each member of one sequence
is orthogonal to all the members of the other, say
V °° V °°
K = £ L> k= 1 £k©k + rjnfk i Li k= i Uk |2 + I ?7k I 2 < 00 1
t oo j 00
with I] k=i £k©k + %fk ||*=Xjk=i I €k|2 + 17?k 12 . Pet H be the
subspace H = |xc.K: rjk =0, ( k = 1,2,...)] where x denotes the
typical member of K . Define T e B(k) by
Tek = ek+1 + fk+1 ( k = 1,2,0o.)
Tfk = -ek+i - fk+t ( k = 1,2,...).
Clearly T2 = 0, so T is nilpotent, and hence quashalgebraic, but
the compression of T to H is the unilateral shift, which is
certainly not quasialgebraic.
Before leaving this section we digress to state some results of
Halmos, which, while undoubtedly part of the theory of capacity, are
not relevant to what follows. Proofs will be found in Halmos [5,6]
and Douglas and Pearcy [1].
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An operator A on a Hiibert space H is said to be
qua.si.trian.gular if there is a net (P ; aeA| of finite rank
projections converging strongly to I > for which || P^AP^-AP^Ii ~">0o
In the case of a separable space, this reduces to the following? A
is quasitriangular if there is an orthonormal basis with respect to
which A has the matrix [aij] where (i) aij = 0 if i > j + 1,
and (ix) | a i+1,L] has a subsequence converging to aero.
By reducing the situation to the case where A has a cyclic
vector e , by a theorem of Douglas and Pearcy, so that we can
orthonormalise the set £e,Ae,A2e,...} to obtain a basis where A
has matrix [a L j] with alj = 0 if i > j + 1, and then consideration
of the (j + n, j)th entry of p(A) for a polynomial p , Halmos
shows that if there exists a sequence [pnj of monic polynomials
with pn of degree n , such that || pn(A) [|n —?>■ 0 , then
I II aj + k> j*k-i }" ■—> 0 as n —oo ( j = 1,2,e«.) ,
IsSfcsn
whence [at+i, v] contains a subsequence converging to zero.. Hence
we have
Theorem 2«,8(Halmos )
A quasialgebraic operator on a separable Hiibert space is
quasitriangular e
Corollary(Halmo s)
Every operator on a separable Hiibert space wich has countable
spectrum is quasitriangular0
This Corollary solves a problem raised by Douglas and Pearcy.
Quasitriangular operators are of interest in the invariant subspace
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problem, but we shall not deal farther with them here. The
interested reader is referred to the papers of Halmos [5] and Douglas
and Pearcy [l],
§ 4. Perturbations.
As a preliminary to this section, we observe the fact that tho
capacity of any compact subset of the complex plane equals that of its
outer boundary, i„e. the intersection of the set with the closure of
the unbounded component of its complement, This is proved in the
sources quoted for capacity; as we shall make some use of the fact,
we introduce some notation.
If A is a compact subset of C , then 4A has at most countably
many components, exactly one of which is unbounded. Denote the
unbounded one by A^0^ and the others by A^1^, A^2^, adopting
the convention that A^ = A^n + 1^ = ... = / if there are only n
components. The set ^a'0^ is compact and has the same outer boundary
as A and hence the same capacity, but is simply connected.
.Definition
Let X be a Banach space, TeB(x) . We define the essential
spectrum, ess T, of T to be the set
ess T = FSp T U (Sp T)" ,
where ' denotes the derived set. i.e. the set of accumulation points.
In this entire section, we shall be dealing only with Banach
spaces X , unless otherwise mentioned; as the results are trivial




Let TeB(x) . Then ess T and FSp T have the sane outer
boundary and hence the sane capacity.,
Proof;
(FSp T)(°) is the unbounded component of £FSp T , so it
certainly contains a point A0 for which T - A0I is invertible.
By the Corollary to Theorem 1.15, it follows that T - AT is
invertible for all Ae (FSp T)^°) with the x)0S3ible exception of
sone isolated points. That is, if Ae (FSp T)^0^ H Sp T , then there
exists 5 > 0 for which
0 < [ A - A' | < S => T - Al is invertible,
=> A / Sp T ,
whence A / (Sp T)
so (FSp t)*-0) C\ (Sp T) ' = j6 , and since
FSp T n (FSp T)(0) = ,
we have
(FSp T)<0) n ess T = / ,
or
(FSp T)(°> C less T .
But (FSp T)^is an unbounded connected set, hence
(FSp T)(0) C (ess T)(°>e
On the otter hand, we have in turn,
FSp T C ess T ,
less T C dFSp T ,
(ess T)(0) C (FSp T)(°) ,
and the result is proved.
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Lenna 2 o 10
If A arid B are conpact subsets of £ with /cA CB ,
then A and B have the sane capacity«,
Proofs
Let e > 0 , so there exists n and p , where p is a nonlc
polynon.' 1 of degree n , such that
II P 11^ = (Capn A)* < Gap A + e .
If we put
&n = \z * |p(z)| < (Cap A + e)n] j,
we obtain an open neighbourhood &n of A , so t lie re is a conpact
set Kn for which A C int Kn C Kn C Gn . Hence0
Capn Kn ^ || p |j^ < (Cap A + e)n,
and
x
Cap Kn = inf (Capm Kn)m «£ Cap A + <r „
m
Now B H feint Kn is a conpact set whose accumulation points lie
in A , i.e, outside B (1 -feint Kn , hence it has no accumulation
points and is therefore a finite set# It follows that B n feKn is
also finite, so that by Lenna 2C3,
Cap B = Cap Kn ^ Cap Kn Cap A + e 0
But e was arbitrary, and A C B so we have
Cap A = Cap B .
Theorem 2011
Let X be a Banach space and J any closed two-sided ideal of
B(X), such that J contains only Riesz operators<, Then if
iti B(x; —» B(x)/J is the canonical, epinorphisn,
cap T = cap w(t) V TeB(x),
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Proofs
By Theorem 1,7, we know that Sp tt(t) = FSp t , while, since
B(X)/J is a unital Banach algebra, Theorem 2,5 shows that it is
sufficient to show that Sp T and FSp T have the sane capacity.
But (Sp T') ' C ess T C Sp T , so Lenna 2.10 shows that ess T and
Sp T have the sane capacity, and an application of Lenna 2«9 (equality
of Cap FSp T and Cap ess T ) conpletes the proof0
Corollary:
If T e B(x) and Ke J , where J is any closed two-sided ideal
of B(x) contained in the Riesz operators, then
cap (T + K) = cap T c
The nost inportant closed two-sided ideal of B(x) which contains
only Riesz operators is the ideal K(x) of conpact operators; in
sone spaces this is the only such ideal, but in general this is not so
— the strictly singular operators fom another such ideal, for
example„
The Corollary to Theorem 2.11 leads us to ask wkether the
equation cap (T + K) = cap T V TeB(x) holds for a wider class of
operators K „ In particular, is it true for all Riesz operators IC 7
The answer is negative, and the counterexample on p44 gives two
nilpotent operators'whose sun has positive capacity. Since nilpotent
operators are Riesz, this establishes that perturbation by an arbitrary
Riesz operator nay alter capacity. If, however, the Riesz operator
and the original operator connute, Theoren 2,7 shows that perturbation
by such a Riesz operator leaves the capacity invariant0
The question remains, therefore, whether perturbation by sone
larger class of operators than tuose already obtained leaves the
capacity invariant; in particular, are there any closed two-sided ideals
not contained in the set of Bless operators for which the Corollary
still holds? In the case of Hilbert space, the answer is negative,
and we shall in fact prove rather more„ ¥e first need aIlenna0
Lemma 2„12
Let H be a Hilbert space of infinite dimension,. There exists
T c B(H) for Y/hich cap T > 0 .
Proof;
Let (e Ae Aj be an orthonormal basis for H , and select from
this set a countable subset k = 1,2,v/hich will itself form
an orthonomal se quence. .Define T by
"*"( ^ Ae A ^A6a) = ^k=1 ^kek+i ?
v/here we have identified the integer k with Ae A iff = e. 0
A
T is well-defined, linear and maps into H » Further
; T^AeA "AeA ^ i2= ^ k=1 I ^k I 2 ^AeA ' 2 >
so TcB(H) o Moreover, if p is a polynomial, say
p(z) = zn + an„izn"' + 0.0 + a0 V zf£ »
then
II p(T)ei< [j = || e^+n + «n-iek-;-n™i + ° ° • + aoek ||2
> 1 + | «n -1 I + ®• o + | «01
> 1 ,
so that capn T = 1 , ( n = 1,2,...) and hence cap T = 1 „
It is Yjorth noticing at this point that it is an open question
whether or not B(x) contains an operator of positive capacity, where
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X is an arbitrary Ear.aoh space. For nost of the classical spaces the
answer is clear - where it has Cleaning, a unilateral shift, or sone
analogy to one provides an example - but the general, case is
considerably more elusive, because of the possible scarcity of
bounded operators on X , other than finite-rank and compact operators,
which, of course, all have zero capacity0
Theorem 2.15
Let H be a Hilbert space, liny (left, right, two-sided) ideal
of B(H) which contains only quasialgebraic operators is contained in
K(H) .
Proof:
Let J be a right ideal of B(h) such that J contains a
non-compact operator, T „ By a result of Kato (Theorem 1.18), the
set of strictly singular operators in B(h) coincides with the set of
compact operators, so T is not strictly singular. Therefore there
exists a subspace M cf H , of infinite dimension, on which T has
a bounded left inverse. Let TM = L , and denote the left inverse of
T by £ , so that S e B(L, M) and
STx = x V x <r M , TSy = y V yeL ,
By the continuity of S and. T and the completeness of H , we
nay extend S to the clotures of L 7
we may therefore assume, without loss, that M and L are closed0
Let P be the orthogonal projection onto L 0
Let R = CP, so R er B(h) and P = TR e J , since J h a right
ideal, and. Tel. But if UeB(l), PUP c J since P e J and we have
SpB(]I) HIP 2 SP B(l) n , for
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A / SpB(H) PUP =* A/ SpB(H; UP
3 V e B(fi) such that VUP - AY = UPV-AV = I,
=> VUx- AVx = xV xeL , and UPV - AV = I,
=> VUx- AVx = x V xf L , and
AVx = UPVx- x eL VxeL
so V(L) C L ,
=> VUx - AVx = x V x e L ,
UVx- AVx = x V xe L since V(l) C l,
=* a/Spb(^l) u .
Now an infinite-dimensional subspace of a Hilbert space is itself
a Hilbert space if it is closed , so L is a Hilbert space, and
Lenna 2„12 shows the existence of UeB(L) such that cap U > 0 ,
hence there is a Ue B(l) for which cap PUP > 0 , which contradicts
the fact that PUP e J , since J contains only quasialgebraic
operatorsj hence J cannot contain any non-compact operators,.
Now let j be a left ideal of B(h) containing only quasialgebraic
* *
■>
operators. Then J = |T : TcJj is a right ideal, where denotes the
*
usual Hilbert space adjoint. Since cap T = cap T V T eB(h) ,
because T —> T is an isometric anti-automorphism of B(ll) , J
contains only quasialgebraic operators, and the first part of the
$





It is natural to ask whether the concept of capacity nay he
extended to r-tuples of elenents of a Banach algebra in a sinilar way
to that of spectrum and numerical range„ Since the capacity is, in a
sense, a measure of the amount by which an element fails to be algebraic,
we shall want to deal with polynomials in r variables. The theory of
polynomials in several variables differs radically between the cases
where the variables are assumed to commute and where they do not, so
we shall restrict ourselves to the case where the elements of the r~
tuple commute with each other; for this we may, without loss, assume
that the r-tuple is composed of elements of a commutative Banach algebra
We shall require a quantity akin to capn a , where a is a single
element of a Banach algebra, and to do this we must find a replacement
for the monic polynomials in one variable. Several contenders for the
title spring to mind, of which we shall have to choose the most suitable,
but first we require some notation.
Denote by k an r-tuple of non-negative ir.tegers (kis...,kr)
and write |kl = ki + .+ kr , Let z = (zi,.„„,zr) eCr , and
_k k 4 k c K pZ~ = Z\ 1 Za e
Ary polynomial in r variables over C of degree n is an
expression of the form
where e C for all k .
What then is to be "monic"? Since the definition is to concern
the terms of highest degree, write
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where p is defined as above, We shall define a polynomial p in
r variables to be nonlc if p(p) = 1 , and denote the set of such
polynomials of degree n by Pn(r) 0
This definition is, clearly, a nornalisation of the polynomials
in r variables, and any non-zero polynomial is a constant multiple
of an element of Pn(r) , for appropriate n and r . Moreover,
Pn(l) consists of all polynomials in one variable whose leading
coefficient is of modulus 1, which differs from the usual definition
only by the possible multiplication by a constant of modulus 1 0
It is elementary that if p and q are polynomials in r
variables, <j(pq) ^ M(p)p(q) . Since we are going to consider, as in
the case of one variable, inf [ j| p(ai,...,ar) ||: pePn(r)j, it is of
fundamental interest to know by how much p(pq) can be less than
fi(p)p(q) . The evaluation of this is also of interest in the theory
of diophantine equations, and some estimates for n have been obtained
by workers in this field, and we shall start with these in the next
section.
Before proceeding, however, we observe and reject another
plausible definition of"monic"0 Let p be as before, and write
u(p) |k|= n °R- *
Clearly v(pq) = v(p)v(q), so a product of polynomials with v(p) = 1,
for each polynomial p would also have v(product) = 1, which would
eliminate the numerical factors which will arise with the' other .
definition. We do not make use of this quantity v in defining
"monic", since it would not give rise to a normalisation of the
polynomials, and non-zero polynomials exist which would not be
constant multiples of "monic" ones (i.e. the polynomials p with
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v(p) = 0 ), so any joint capacity concept involving only "iconic"
polynonials would bear no relation to such polynomials.
§ 2t Basic definitions and propertiesc
Let p be a polynomxal in one variable, and denote by M(p)
the quantity
M(p) = exp[ ~ f log | p(e Lx) | dx} .
Jo
Lemma 3n1 (Mahler [9])
If p is a polynomial in one variable, say ,
p(z) = Z k=0 akZk ,
then
l«k| * Qm(p) ( k = 0,1, .. o,n)0
Proof:
Jensen's formula ([13]) states that if F is analytic in the
interior and continuous on the boundary of the disc jzfC: |z| € p]
and F(o) ^ 0 , then
J log [f(pe 11) | dx = log |F(0)| + Z v=1 log ,
where £iJOo.,£n are the zeros of f in the disc |z| *s p]
counted as many times as their multiplicities„
Now let p be the polynomial given, and assume for the present
that a0 |= 0 j we may clearly assume throughout that an j= 0 . Let
the roots of p be £1 ,. <><■, £n where
l€i I ^ I ^21 ^ o • o € l^jl ^ 1 < I I ^ • °0 ^ I £n I o
Putting p = 1 in Jensen's formula gives
1 r 27T . V1 ^ 1
og M(p) = — / log |f(e Lx) | dx = log | cc0 | + L^ log —J o i
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log
£2 e o c
= log | an ^j+1 • • • £n i , ( 0
since (~l)n«o = «n£i»»e£n» Fhon the numbering of the zeros; it is
clear that if [i1,,,.,imi is a set of n distinct integers from
the set [1,2,, we have
| £Lj• • <,£lmI ^ I ^+-j ••• £n I p
whence equqtion (1) shows that |an£h•••£ imI ^ M(p) •
Now for n = 0,1,o.n,n-1 ,
Zj (product of roots n at a time)
an
Y
— " £ i j c © • £ Lm $
where this last sun is taken over all possible sets
of distinct integer's in the set [1,2,there are such setsc,
Hence
| & »v-»i|= 1 | ttn £ L i * • o £ i|ji | ^ max | I ^««• £ Lm |
^M(P) .
The case for n = 0 is just Jensen's formula applied to p , so we
have proved the result when a0 ^ 0 c
Not; let a0 = 0 , and assume that a0 = ai = ... si ar„t - 0 |= ar
and write p(z) - zrq(z) , where
q(z) Zj k=o ar + kzk „
Now
^ r2rr ■ < r2Tr ■





log | q(e lx) | dx
0
= log M(^) S>
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and. by the preceding results applied to q , v;e obtain
|ar+kt « ( k = 0,1 ?o.c,n-r)o
Further, on noting that, for k + r t n , ~ ^k+r^ * We kave
i ar+k I « (k+r^ ( k * 0,1,... ,fi-r) ,
so that
|%il <^)M(p) ( k = 0,1,
sinoe a0 = ai = ... = ar-i = 0 , and the lemma is provedQ
Now let p(zi,.. „,zr) be a polynomial in r variables of total
degree n, Define
. r2n r2ir




. (- k^ssi Pkt(z2, »»®,zp)zi ,
where pk1 is a polynomial in r - 1 variables of degree at most
n - kf. By Lemma 3.1, if Z2,...,zr eG are fixed, so that p is
considered as a polynomial in the single variable zi , we have
/ n \ 1 / 2 lTI Pk 1 (zs, c .o,zr) ! « ^ J exp [ —J log |p(e lI1,Z2,.e.,zr) | dxi] *
Hence 0/rr27T
log |pki(elIa,...,el'Ir) j« log + ~~ jo log | p(e l,#1, .. „,e 11 r) i dxi ,
and, integrating r - 1 times over the interval [0, 277] and dividing
by (2*) '~1 we obtain
Mr -1 (Pk.,) *^^Mr(p) . (1)
We now continue the process, and express km_i (-m,«o ®,Zr)
in terms of powers of zm and define
Y1 n
-Pk km_ 1 ( Zm , . o., Zp ) — no km= 0 Pk ^,..., k^C Zm+1,,. • •, zp ) Zm m
where pk1?. ♦•»krr, Is a polynomi al„ possibly z&rof and vie have
1 ) o o 5 1 ) o n J '
since pki^o^k- is a constant. At this stage we notice that
we may apply Lemma 3.1 to a polynomial of degree not exceeding n
and obtain exactly the same result, for let the actual degree of the
polynomial be m ^ n , then we have |ak| M(p) , and so, since
we have | I ^ M(p) . We shall make use of this in
what follows. We have
Ipki,.. „jkr| * (k ) Ml.(pki, ...,kr_i) (Lemma 301)
Hi kM O by (1)
)...(£ K(p)
ak-;>»» kp I ^ f J 4 ° *( kn ) ° (2)
Hence
If we now denote by L(p) the sum of the moduli of the
coefficients of p , that is
L(p) |k|m Kl »
then (2) shows that
L (py ~ |< . -j- oca + kp 1
V n
< h-i1 ki#«»?skp=i | a,k|
« 2nr Mr(p) . (3)
Moreover;,. | p(e LX1,,, 0,e lXr) | ^ L(p) , for all real values of xi,0.0
o 5,x.p , so we have, by the definition of Mp(p) ,
Mr(p) tL(p) . (l)
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Theoren 5„2 (Mahler)
If pi,..«,pk are polynonials in r variables of degrees ni,..
..,nk respectively, then
2~(ni + ~ +nk>rL(pi).„.L(pk) *L(pi...Pk) « L(pi)...L(pk) .
Proof;
J-2TT j- 2n . Li
log Mr(pi...Pk) = " / dxi... log |(pi...pk)(e1,11,...plXr )| dxr
(2n)rJ0 Jfo
2 77* 27T




Mr(pi...Pk) = Mr(pi)...Mr(pk) .
Therefore we have, by (3) and (4)
L(pi).,.L(pk) « 2nir +- +nkrMr(pi)...Mr(pk)
= 2^n1 + ***+nk) r Mr(pi...Pk)
< 2'" L(p,...pO .
Since L(pq) denotes the sun of the noduli of the coefficients
of pq , it is clear that for polynonials p and q , L(pq) $ L(p)L(q),
whence
L(pi.o®Pk) ^ L(pi)••«L(pk) t
so that
2_(n1+..„+nk)r L(pi ) # o oL(pk) <: L(pi...pk) S L(pi ) . ..L(pk) •
Corollary 1:
Let pePn(r) , qi Pin(r) . Then there exists a conplex nunber A
for which Apqe Pm+n(r) ; for such A , we have 1 $ | A| £ 2^m + n^ 1 .
Proof;
Let p be the polynomial
p(zi,...,zr) = |k| ■Sn '
and denote by p" the polynomial consisting only of the terms of
highest degree, that is
p'(zi,...,zr) =£|kU ai<# •
Define q' similarly; since p and q are monic of degrees n and
m respectively, we know that p' and q" are not zero0
The polynomial pq is of degree at most m + n , and any terms
of degree m + n will be formed as sums of products of terms of
degree n from p > and of degree n from q, that is, ail terms of
degree m + n occur in the product p'q'. Since p'q' contains onl;
terms of degree m + n , it follows that p'q' is the polynomial
consisting of all the terms of pq of degree m + n , and so we have
(pqj ' = P'q.' > provided pq contains terms of degree m + n , that is
provided p'q' is not the zero polynomial. But p and q are monic
so, by definition, L(p') = L(q") = 1 , and Theorem 302 shows that
g-(m + n) r ^ L(pV) .< 1 ,
whence p'q' 0 , and (pq)' = p'q'o
If we now let A = 1/ L(p'q') , we have
L(Ap'q') = L(A(pq] ') = 1 ,
and so Apqe Pm.,.n(r) . Clearly a lies in the required range„
Corollary 2s
Let pcpn(r) and. let k be a positive integer„ Then there
1/ 4 \
exists a complex number A such that Ap fPnk(r; , and, for such A
1 « W < 2nkr .
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Proof:
As in the previous corollary, we form the polynomial p' « By
the same reasoning as before,
Ip")' = p'ipk_iI' = ... = Ip'!k .
Wow, applying Theorem 3.2, with pj = p' ( j = 1,«..,k) , we
obtain, since L(p') = 1 ,
2~nkr « L([pk|') € 1 .
Putting A = 1/ L([pk}') , we obtain the result.
Definition;
Let A be a commutative unital Banach algebra over the field P
( = R or C ) . Let
capn (ai,...,ar) = inf [ [| p(ai ,...,ar) li : pepn(r)| ,
and define cap (ai,...,ar) , the joint capacity of (ai,„».,ar) by
j.
cap (ai,.0.,ar) = lim inf [capn (ai,...,ar)]n .
H->oo
It will often be convenient to denote the r-tuple (ai,»..,ar) by a
and write cap a for cap (ai,...,ar) .
If cap a = 0 , we shall say the elements ai,...,ar of a are
jointly quaslalgebraic ; clearly the order of the elements in the
r-tuple is immaterial.
Notice that we have defined the joint capacity in terms of the
4
lower limit of [capn ajn , rather than the infimum, since it is the
asymptotic behaviour of the quantity which is of interest. On the
4.
surface, there seems little evidence to suggest that [capn a]n
converges as n —°° , since all we know in general is that
capm + n a 2^m*n^rcapm a capn a ,
and that
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eapid+n a « min |j ai1" || capn a ,
1 sSx^r
Xwo c.nt»d-itxons which do not themselves force [capn aj"^ to converge,,
(The first inequality follows since a product of two "nonic" poly¬
nomials nay only form a nonic polynomial when multiplied hy a factor
of 2^m + n^ r, in the usual notation for these integers, and the second
on noting that if pf Pn(r) , the zimp e Pm+n(r).) On the other hand,
we do not know of any example where the sequence [capn a]" fails to
converge 0
A further question which nay be raised at this stage is the size
of the exponent -fT ; in the case of a single variable, the number n
represents both the degree of the polynomial and (asymptotically) the
number of terns. In the several-variable case these quantities are not
asymptotically equivalent, a polynomial of degree n having up to
<j
q- (n + l)..„(n + r) terns. Since (n + 1).,. (n + r) ~ nr as n —» «>,
1 rthere is reason to consider taking the^^i -th root instead; to show
that this does not lead to a satisfactory theory, we shall only be
concerned whether or not the evaluated "capacity" is zero, so, for
simplicity, we shall take the nr-th root instead, and consider the
. r
quantity lim inf [capn a] .
n-*>o
Let p be a polynomial in r variables, of degree n ,
p(zi,...,zr) =Z |^n ^ ,
and write
PA(z,,...,zr) =2 .k|^ ak(An"UI) £J< ,' -v.
where A<r£\[0] ; p^ is monic if and only if p is. Thus, V e > 0,
Bp in Pn(r) such that if A ^ 0 ,
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capn (Aai ,. Aar) + f > || p( Aai , . „., Aar) I!
= i A|ntl PJj»(ai,.«.,ar) II
^ I ^'1 capp (fl-i j o«o^^*r) °
But c was arb itrary , so cap p ( Aa1, n. o, Au p) ? | A| capn(ni,o«.,&r) _•>
and since AT1Aai = al ( i = 1,2,the reverse inequality is
also true. But
lin inf [capn (Aai,.„. ,Aar) }*^nj =? .lin. inf | A|1 ,n [ capn(ai t.. OJar) } '^n
. =. liix inf [capn (ai, ,.,ap) ] 1fn „ .
It follows that lim inf [capn (ai,»,.,ar)]1/'n does not depend om
|| a 1 || ,..., j| ar || , since we nay choose A arbitrarily large without
J P
altering the lim inf [capn } . Further, this quantity bears no
relation to the spectrum either, as we shall show in a moment; for these
two reasons we discard it.
Counterexample:
To show the lack of relation between the spectrum and the quantity
lim inf |capn a]1^n we produce a pair (x, y) of elements of an
algebra which have joint spactrum (0, 0), but with
lin inf [capn a}1^n £ 1 .
Let A = {(zi, z2) €* • |zi| $ 1, (i = 1,2) ] , and let A be the
Banach algebra of all functions analytic on the interior of A and
continuous on its boundary; we endow A with the uniform topology
and the convolution product
rU 1 r(i>2
(xoy)(wi, fa) = J &£i / - £i,w2 - ^)y(Ci,&) d£2,
'O Jo
where (wi,oj2) f A and the integration with respect to £i is taken
over any Jordan arc joining 0 to oji and (with the possible
exception of oil ) lying in the set [zi: |zi| < 1] (i = 1,2) c
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A is thus a radical algebra, fc1- it is not hard to see that
l(n - 1)1]"
Thus if (x, y) <r A , the pair (x,y) has joint spectrum (0, 0)? ancL
each of x, y have spectrum [0] « Let x(zi, Z2) = zi , and
y(zi, Z2) = z2 V (zi, z2) A „ Then, for all positive integers
m and n , except for the pair (0, 0), we have
„m nf„ „ \x o y (.zi, if2/ =
_ 2m+n-i „ m+2n~t21 22
(2m + n - 1)! (m + 2n - 1)i
Let p ePn(2), and. write
p(£i, &) = 2 ui «k
where £ = (£1, £2), and let
p0(zi, za) = [p(x, y)](zi, za) s
for (zi, z2) e A , so p0 s considered as a function of z-i and z2 .
is a polynomial of degree 3n - 2 . Clearly
|| p(x, y) U = sup [ |p0(zi, z2)|j (zis z2)eAj .
Now
po(z 1, 22) =2|k|^2 /3k 3js ,' «>v»
where /3|< = Majuj2 « —=■ s 2j 1+j2-1 =ki , j 1-i-2j2-1 =k2
(2ji+j2~1)* (j1+2j2-1)!
Further each term of highest d egree in p0 arises from one term in
p , that is, a term of degree- 3n - 2 arises from the substitution
for xm0 yn in only one term of p . Now by Mahler's lemma (Lemma
3„1) applied to polynomials in two variables
lA,,kJ « (3k"2)(3£2NlM»(Po)
3n-2\ /3n~2
k, J ( ka )" "Ali Po II. , (1)
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since M3(p0) < || pa jj by the naxinun nodulus theoren, But, if




and if k lies outside this range /3k, 3n-2-k = 0 , on equating the
coefficients of zikZ23n-2~k 9 so we have, since p is nonic,
En nk=o I aks n — kI = k=o IPn_i +k,2n-k-i I (n~1 +k) ! (2n—1-k) I 0
Moreover, since (n-1+k)! (2n-1-k)l ^ (n-1)! (2n-l)l for
k = 0,1,...n., we have
1 ^ (n - 1) 1 (2n -l)lXik=o i/^n — i+k»2n — k—1 l
< (n - 1)! (2n - 1)1 E Lo ^4) (fe-k-l) 11 P»4 by (1)
S (n - 1)! (2k - 1)! (n + 1) nax II Po llA
= (n - 1)1 (2n - 1)1 (n + 1) II PollA ( ^ n even).
Hence we can write
II PollA 5s l(n - 1) ! (2n-l)< (n + 1) [(3n - 2) l]3[(%a - 1) ?]"4]"*1 (2).
But p was monic of degree n , and j| p0 |L ~ i| p(x, y) || , so
capn (x, y) exceeds the quantity on the right hand side of (2)9 and
the 1/ n """th. pow6X* of "this "t6nd.s "to J sis n <*> ^ cincL iiotmig "tho
sane conclusion if n is odd ( when nax ^ = ^3rU1. d ^ ^ we see9
soaowhat thankfully, that we have the desired conclusion that
lin inf [capn (x, y)j1 n > 1 »
Having quoted this rather laborious exanple, we shall ignore the
quantity obtained fron the 1/ nr -th root, and proceed with the
developnent of the theory of the joint capacity as originally defined.
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§ 2„ Spectral Capacity
In defining a spectral, capacity we noko the obvious extension of
the definition of the Tchebycheff constant of a plane set to sets in
£r analogous to our definition of the joint capacity of an r-tuple of
Banaeh algebra elements.
Definition:
Let E be a compact subset of £r , and define
Gapn E = inf [ || p l^: pePn(r)j ,
and
Cap E = lim inf [Capn E]n .
n ->oo
We shall call. Cap E the capacity of E .
Theorem 5C5
Let a = (ai,»..,ar) be an r-tuple of elements of a complex
commutative unital Eanach algebra A ; then if Sp a denotes the joint
spectrum of (ai,...,ar) we have
cap a = 0 if and only if Cap Sp a = 0=>
More specifically/ • '
Cap Sp a ^ cap a ^ 2r Cap Sp a 0
Proof;
We first observe that
" P ''So a ~ sup ^ 'P^ ' : Sp ~ *
= sup (|p(0(ai^>(ar)) : <#>«§ ]
= sup [|^»(p(ai,...,ar)) :
= sup iUI? J>e SP P(ai,... j>ar) I
- P(p(ai,...,ar)) || p(ai,.0.,ar) || ,
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where $, denotes the carrier space of A , Hence, for any positiveA
integer n
Capn Sp a = inf (|j p ||
& i pePn(r)]
« inf [|| p(ai,.o.,ar)|| : pcPn(r)]
whence
Cap Sp a ^ cap a. 0
Now let € > 0 ; for each positive integer k , there exists a
polynomial sk belonging to Pk(r) such that
II sk |L < [ (Capk Spa)K'+ e]k0
dp ct
*
Two cases arise; when || sk |L = 0 for some integer k. , andbP 8.
where || sk |L ^ 0 for all positive integers k 0
bp ci
We consider the latter case, first: Since || sk |!0 = p(sk(a)) 0op 8
there is an integer N = N(k) for which
II [sk(a)jn||n < 2p(sk(a)) = 2|| sk |l3p & V n » N , (1;
where sk(a) denotes sk(ai }..,,ar) , an abbreviation we will use
henceforth0
Not/ write tnk for a constant multiple of [su]n which is monic,
so tnk - Anskn for seme An with 1 « |An| £ 2nkr , by the second
Coroliary to Theorem 3,2. Therefore, i$
|)tnk(a)||* « 2r II |»,<(a)in|lnJr<
< 2r"^ II =k it a by (0
r + X
< 2 [(Capk Sp a) + ej „
Therefore, since tnkt"Pnk(r),
i r +1 i
[capnk a] <- 2 * [(Capk Sp a) + <r] 0 (2)
Nov/, since n is a positive integer, nk. ? k , so nk —> «> as
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k —> 00 no natter what choice is nade of n N(k) . Thus, letting
k —> 00 in (2) , we obtain
cap a •■£ lin inf (capnk 2r (Cap Sp a + e) .
k->oo
But (: was arbitrary, so
cap a « 2r Cap Sp a .
In the other case, we have !| sk |L = 0 , so let Aj be a
bP £
conplex number such that Aj[sk]J ^Pjk(r) ; we know that 1 ^ Aj ^ 2jkr.
Then capjK a « || AjskJ(a) || « 2jkr|| skJ(a)|| , and we have




= 2r[ || sk
lin inf (capjk a)J £ ))}
j-»00
rt ll _ II A
SP a'
= 0 ,
and we have cap a = 0 , so in particular cap a ^ 2r Cap Sp.a , and
the theoren is proved,
Theoren 3„4
If there is a non-zero polynomial p for which p(ai,,,,,ap)
is quasialgebraic (in the original sense), then the r-tuple (ai,...,ar)
is jointly quasialgobraic0
Proof;
We may assune, by multiplying by a constant if required, that p
is nonic, say pePk(r), Not/ let qePn(l) , a polynomial in a single
variable, so that there is a constant A with A(q0 p) €Pnk(r) , for
let p = p' + po , where p' contains all the terns of p of degree
k , and p0 contains all the terns of degree k - 1 or less; clearly
all the terns of qo p of degree nk are in the polynomial (p')n,
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and (p')n consists entirely of terns of degree nk 0 Using Mahler's
notation as in Theoren 302, it will follow that A( q 0 p) will be
nonio if A"1 = L([p'] ) « But, by Theoren 3„2, Corollary 2 , we have
L(ipT) « iL(p')!" « 2"krL(ip'!n) ,
so, since L(p') = 1 because pePk(r), 1 « | A| ^2nkl. Fron thi3
we see that
capnk a = inf [ jj s(a) || : s ePnk(r) \
« II K1 ° P) (a) II
* 2nkr|| q(P(a))|| .
But q was any nenber of Pn(l), so
capnk a 2nkr inf [ || q(p(a))|| ; q<rPn(l)}
= 2nkr capn p(a) ,
and
cap a € lin inf (capnk a)n
n ->co
JL
< 2r lin inf (capn p(a))n
= 0 ,
since cap p(a) = 0 0
At this stage we nay wonder whether the converse of this theoren
is true, which is the case with polynonials of one variable (Theoren
206). Since this would degenerate the property of being jointly
quasialgebraic to one of the existence of a non-zero polynonial p in
r variables such that p(ai,so,,ar) is quasialgebraic, it is
inportant to show that this is not so. We require a lenna0
Lenna 3„5
Let e be an arcwise-connected conpact subset of C ; then the
algebra C(e) has the following properties:-
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( i ) If f «C(e), Sp f = f'E) ,
(ii) cap f = 0 if and only if f(E) contains only one point„
Proof:
( i ) is obvious 0
(ii) Clearly, if f(E) = Sp f = [a] , then cap f = 0 ; we have
to show that if Sp f contains two distinct points then cap f > 0 ,
or by Theorem 2.5, Cap Sp f > 0 , Let zi , z2 e E be points such
that f(zi) |= f(z2); by multiplying f by a scalar of modulus 1 if
required, we may assume that Re f(zi) Re f(z2)0 Nov; E is arcwise
connected, so there exists a continuous function <t> : [0, 1] —-•> E such
that <£(o) = zi , 0( 1) = z2 « Let E: [0, 1] —>R be defined by
F(t) = Re f(<p(t)) o
F is continuous, and by the intermediate value theorem, F([0, 1])
contains the interval [Re f(zi), Re f(z2)] ( or [Re f(z2), Re f(z<)])°
Nov; let
S = [ z e Sp f : Re z eE([0, 1 J) .
Since 2 C Sp f , Cap 2 Cap Sp f , and using the transfinite diameter
we have
8n2n(n-1)(E) = sup ^ \zi - zj|: zi«r2}
>
_ |Re zi - Re zjl; zi<r2[
= )(r([0, !])) .
Therefore,




since F([0,1]) contains an interval. Thus cap f > 0 „
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There exists a Banach algebra A and a pair (f, g) of elements
of A with the properties
( i ) cap (f , g) = 0 ,
(ii) there is no polynomial other then the zero polynomial for
which p(f, g) is quasialgebraico
Let A = jzeC: |z| ^-jj , D = [zeC: |z| < 1] and A be the
algebra C(A). Define f , g as follows:
OO
f(z) = Z k=o^(k) V UD ,
g(z) = z V z c D ,
2k
where m(k) = 2 . Both f and g are analytic in D and, in
particular, their restrictions to A , which we shall denote also by
f and g , are continuous, so f , g e A «
First, we show that f and g are jointly quas ialgebrai c» Let
pn(zi, z2) = zi - Xj k=o
so that pn cPm(n)(2) , since the only term of highest degree is
Wz2m(k; « Let E^z) = Pry(f(z), g(z)) , so that
=f(.) -ZL^
ECOk=n + i z ^ »
Now,
II PnC?» g) It = SUP i lFIz) I: z<rAl
,zL+1 (i)^k>
< Z k=m (n-M ) (2) k
= 2 9 ( j) ^ n +1 ^ ,
whence it follows that
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and
oap„<„, (f, g) * I! P„(f, e) II < 2.(*)m<n*",
1
cap (f, g) = lin inf [capk (f, g) f
&-»co
jS lin inf [capm(n) (f, g) ]nK ;
n ->co
1 tn ( n +1 ^
« lin inf .(4) ^ j ]
n-soo
£ lin inf [2"^ (£)m(n)j
n-xo
= j,
pn + 1 /on\ a
since n(n + 1) = 2 =4 2 J =(n(n) j2 .
Before we deal with the question whether there is a non-zero
polynomial p for which p(f, g) is quasialgebraic, we discuss sone
properties of the function f ,
r
Let u be a conplex nunber of ncdulus 1 such that uz =1 for
sone integer r. Then ^ = 1 for k > log2 r . Let
2r
Q = [zeC: z =1 for sone positive integer r
and let w€ Q , t e(0, 1); we have
f(t«) =El0 (ta/p<k>
= (tw)2 + or +... + (wr(r-1> + tm<r> + eo.
= hi(t) +. h2(t) ,
where hi (t) * Z kl!(t«)m*k) ha(t) = EiLrtm(k> and =1 .
Now hi , being a polynonial in t , is bounded on the set [0, 1] ,
and h2(t) —> 00 as t —> 1- , since
V 00
lin ha(t) = sup h3(t) = sup Zj k=r tm^
t->1- 0<t<1 0<t<1
= sup sup<C^=r tm^k^
0<t<1 N>r
and me nay interchange the order of the suprena. Therefore
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|.f(tai) | —>■ « as t —> 1- , for all ueQ ; we observe that fi is an
infinite subset of the unit circle»
Now assune the existence of a non-zero polynomial p such that
is quasialgebraic. Let F(z) = p(f(z), g(z)), so that
F eC(A) and cap F = 0 , so by Lenna 3.5, F(A) contains only one pointj
by subtracting a constant if necessary, we nay assune that F(z) = 0
for all z <r A . But F = p(f-,g) , so F is the restriction to A of a
function analytic in D , hence F(z) = 0 for all z e D, where we do
not distinguish between the function defined on D and that defined
on A . Write
p(zi, Z2) = zinan(z2) + zi n_1an-i(z2) + ... + a0(z2) ,
where a0,.o.,an are polynonials in z2, and an 0. . Now g(z) = z,
so n £ 1 , for otherwise [p(f, g)](z) = a0(z) and this cannot be
identically zero in D if p is non-zero.
Now F(z)=0 V zfD ; let wefi , tf (0, 1) so tweD, Since
|f(tw)| —> °° as t —> 1- , |f(tw) | > 1 for t0 < t < 1, so,
0 = F(tw) = p(f(tw), g(t£cj))
= an (tw) [f (tw) jn + ... -!- a0(tw) (t0 < t < 1 ).
Hence
1 1
an(tw) + —— an-i(tw) + ... + — ■ a0(tw) = 0 ( t0 < t < 1 )
f(tcj) [f(ta))}n
and, keeping a) fixed and letting t -$>1- , we have, since
ak(tw) —ak(&i) ( k = 0,1,...,n) as t —> 1- , ( at< being a
polynomial),
lia an(tw) = an(w) = 0 .
t-*1-
Therefore, an(oj)=0 V afO ; but an is a polynomial and so
an is identically zero, since fi is an infinite seta This contradicts
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the definition of an , which war not identiaally zero; therefore
there is no non-zero polynonial p for which p(f, g) is
quasialgebraic, and the counterexample is complete,
§ 4. A perturbation theorem.
Let A he a commutative unital complex Banach algebra, and let
§ be its carrier space with the usual (weak ) topology0 We
define the derived spectrum , cr( a) , of an element a e A by
o(a) = [^(a): 0 <r ,
where is the derived set of § . Clearly cr(a) is a compactA A
subset of Sp a. For an r-tuple (a-i , „ „0,ar) we also define the
derived joint spectrum
c(ai , • s«, ar ) = [ (0(ai ),o••,0(ar))• 0 ^ ^ ] •
Let J = [aeA: o(a) = [0]]. J is a closed ideal of A , so let
w; A —> I\/j be the natural epinorphism.
Lemma 5„6
With the above notation,
Sp (w(ai""(ar)) = c(ai,e..,a,) o
Proof s
We need only show that 0 <r Sp (ir(ai),„0.,ir(ar)) 0 e o{ai, 59 OJar) 0
If 0 /k Sp (w(ai), 0. o,w(ar)), then
(/■/J) 7r(ai ) + ooo + (li/d) IT^Sir j ~ a/J f
and so there exist b-i , „ „ „ „br fA such that
7r(b!)^(ai) + + w(br)T/(ar) ~ rr( 1) „
Hence., we have successively
b-fai -i- oo© -fb ^ap ^ 1 c" J ^
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<K"bi)<Kai) t- ... + ^(br)^>(ar) -1=0 V ,
( <£(ai$( ar) ) ^ (0,•<,<>,0) V cp € j
0 ^ o(ai „ , ap) «
Conversely, let 0^ a(ai,...,ar) . Then
<P = [ <p : (<£(ai<£(ar)) = (6,...,0)] C §A\ $A .
$ is clearly a conpact set, and since V C §AX §A , it is open, so
the Silov idenpotent theoren shows the existence of an idenpotent e
in A such that $(e) = 1 iff <£e Then
/ (0(ai),...,<Kar)) ( if f )
(<£(ai + e)s„..,<£(ar + e)) = (
\ ( 1 1 ) (if ),
so (0,.. .,0) / Sp (ai + e,...,ar + e) . So there exist bi,...,breA
such that
bi(ai + e) + ... + br(ar + e) = 1 ,
and hence, since Tf(e) = 0 ,
w(b 1)7r(ai) + ... + 7r(br)7r(ar) = ir(l) ,
whence 0/Sp (zr(ai), ...,7r(ar)) •
Lemna 5B7
Let A and B be two conpact subsets of Cr , with A C B and
<v ' «=»
B\A containing only a finite number of points. Then
Cap A = Cap B .
Froof;
We need only show that the result holds if B\ A consists of a
single point; B\A = [(Ai, ,,.,Ar) | . We already know that
Cap A Cap B, so we nust prove the opposite inequality.
Let e > 0. Then there is a polynomial p in Pn(r) such that
II P llA < I (Capn A)n + ejn .
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Let
q(zi,...,zr) = (z1 - Ai )p(zi,.,.,Zr) }
then q belongs to Pn + i(r) and q(Ai , ..„,Ar) = 0 ,
11 q llfi = II q I!a = sujD IZ1 - Ail.|p(zi,...,zr) 1
« 4 11 P llA ,
where d = sup |zi - Ai | , a constant. Therefore
zeA
1
capn+1 B <S || q Ijg S d || p ||^ ^ d I(capn A)n + ej" .
But this holds for any positive integer n , so
(capn+i B)1^ s a"t i(oap„ A)* + fj* ,
and
lin inf (capn+iB)fr^7 € lin inf d^"*"1 [ ( cap n a)^ +
n->co n-*»
= Cap A + e ,
if d>0;ifd=0, either A=B=[Ai,oe.,Ar] , or we nay choose
d' = sup |z l - Al | for sone suitable i .
But e was arbitrary, so Cap B $ Cap A, and we are finished,-
Therren 5„8
Let A be a complex commutative unital Banach algebra, and
write J = [aeA: o(a) C (0}j. Then if it: A ii/J is the canonical
epinorphisn,
cap (aiJOO,j,ar) = 0 if and only if cap (w(ai),.•ff(ar)) = 0 „
Proof;
We first dispose of the case where cr(a) = / , that is §' = / .A
In this case, § , being a compact set, must be finite, and hence
Sp a is finite for all aeA, so that every element of A is quasi-
algebraic and the result is trivial. We shall assume this is not the
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case0
By Lenna 3.6 and Theorem 3,3,
cap (ai,...,ap) = 0 Cap Sp (ai,0..,ar) = 0 ,
cap (w(ai),..., 7ir(ar)) = 0 <=> Cap a(ai,...,ar) = 0 ,
so it is enough to show that Cap Sp (ai,...,ar) =0 if and only if
Cap <7(ai,...,ar) = 0 . Since cr(ai ,...,ar) C Sp (ai,...,ar) , we
need only prove that Cap Sp (ai,...,ar) = 0 whenever
Cap o( ai ,..., ap) = 0 .
Let Cap cr(ai,.. ,,ar) = 0 . Then, for all e > 0 , there exists
1
a positive integer n such that [Capn CT(a)]n < c , and hence there
is a polynomial p in Pn(r) with || p 11^ a) < e" . Now
II P 11^ = sup [| p( A) |: A in ct(a) j
= sup £ |p(<£(ai),.. .,0(ar)) | : $ in
= sup il^(p(a)) |: 4> in ] .
Therefore if we let = [<f> in : |<^(p(a))| < enj , then fD ^ !
is open, and since it contains it is also closed. Let
o;(a) = [(0(ai),...,<Xar)) : $ in * j ,
so that cr(a) C w(a) C Sp a , and
-=» «=» 'v •*
II P ILa) = sup il<Kp(a))|: (p in fn „
Now p was in Pn(r), so there exists a constant 0k with
H 0k ^ 2nkr such that 0kPK belongs to PnK(r) , so
Capnk w(a) «= || ekpk|lw(a)
S 2nkr enk .
Thus we have





Sp a = {(<£(ai),...,<£(ar))s 4> in Sj,
w(a) = [(^(ai(ar)): 0 in ¥ },
so
Sp a\w(a) C [(<Kai),...,0(ar)): in ,
But is a finite set, because it is a conpact set containing
no linit points (since it does not meet §A ). Hence, by Lemma 3,7,
Cap Sp a = Cap w(a) , and Cap Sp a f . But c was arbitrary,
so Cap Sp a = 0 , and the theoren is proved„
Let bi,,,,,br belong to J . Then for any elements ai,.0oSar
of A, we have
cap (ai,«,..,ar) =0 if and only if cap (ai + bi,,.,,ar + br) = 0 ,
To relate this result to the original idea of capacity and the
results of Chapter 2, we consider the idea of a Riesz actor' of a
Banach algebra. Let A be a Ba'nach algebra, with aeA , and define
a: A —5* A by a(x) = ax V xeA . This is a bounded linear operator
on the Banach space A. If a is a Riesz operator, we shall call a
a Riesz actor. We now have:
Theoren 3,9 (Smyth [15])
Let A be a conplex commutative unital Banach algebra. Then if
afA is a Riesz actor, cr(a) C [Oj . If, in addition, A is semi-
simple, the converse holds.
This theorem, together with Theorem 3.8 means that, in a complex
actor
connutative unital Banach algebra, perturbation by a Riesz/leaves
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the joint capacity essentally invariant, (in the sense of being aero
or non-zero), an analogue of Theoren 2,11„
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